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SUMMARY 

This thesis investigates the behaviour of a d,c, electric 

arc under the influence of a number of different axial gas flow 

coniHi?ns. The work is directed towards obtaining a greater 

\l!lderstanding of the electric arcs produced within gas blast 

circuit breakers. In order to el:imina te as many variables as 

possible, detaile.d experiments have been carried cut in constant 

pressure, subsonic nitrogen flow provided by a low Mach number 

shock tube. This facility enables the flow velocity and pressure 

to be varied independently, thus allowing their effect on arc 

behaviour to be studied separately, A simplified theoretical 

model of the arc in this flow fiffld has been developed which gives 

excellent agreement with the shock tube experiments. The solution 

of the theoretical model is obtained in non-dimensional terms as a 

lliliversal characteristic for the constant pressure axial flow arc, 

The theoretical model has been extended to the case of an axial 

flow arc with a strong negative pressure gradient, the situation 

encountered in a circuit breaker nozzle, Solutions have been 

obtained for two special cases, the high power arc with an arbitrary 

pressure distribution, and the linear pressure gradient arc whose 

solution can be extended over the whole power range, The solution 

of the latter is compared with published experimental measurements 

~ arcs approximating to these flow conditions, Within the range 

of validity of the basic assumptions, the agreement with the theory 

is excellent, showing that the high heat losses of arcs in nozzle 

flow can be satisfactorily e:xplained on the basis of laminar flow. 

Nitrogen was selected as the working gas for detailed study as 

the arc characteristics were known to be similar to those of air, 

the gas commonly used in circuit breakers. In addition, the physical 
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properties are reasonably well established up to 20,000%, and 

are )mown to give good agreement with measuremmts on simplified 

arcs dominated by radial thennal conduction. 

The method adopted for the solution of the theoretical model 

is approximate in nature, but permits real gas properties to be 

used throughout. The solution makes use of a number of universal 

arc fUnctions which can be calculated for a particular gas, and 

then applied to the axial flow arc with particular pressure distribu-

tions. The errors introduced by the approximate Il'.ethod of solution 

are of the same order as those introduced by uncertainties in the' gas 

properties and the limitations imposed by the basic assumption of 

thennal equilibritnn. The solutions presented provide considerable 

insight into the effects of the gas properties and flow conditions 

on arc voltage-current characteristics. The non-dimensional 

presentation of the results is' similar to the Nus1\el t number -

Reynolds number plots used for solid body heat transfer data. In 

the case of tile electric arc, the Reynolds number is combined with 

an additional parameter which takes account of the arc cu=ent. 

Thus for a particular flow geometry and gas, tile arc vel tage gradient 

can be calculated for any desired combination of arc current, flow 

velocity, and pressure. 
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NOTATION 

a Constant of proportionality in linear pressure gradient 

distribution. 

a
2 

Constant in power law approximation to experimental 

voltage distributions. 

b 

d 

e 

h 

k 

1 

m 

m 
s 

n 

Constant in pCNfer law,equation 7.5. 

Distance to achieve equilibrium in thennal gradients. 

Charge'on the electron. 

Enthalpy. 

Non-dimensional enthalpy. 

Thermal conductivity. 

Representative length. 

Power law index, equation 7.5. 

Mass of electron. 

Mass of heavy gas particle. 

:rr...dex in power law outer profile distribution. 

Ir-..dex in power law approximation to experimental voltage 

distribution. 

p Static pressure. 

Jt Radial co-ordinate. 

)16 Radial co-ordinate of outer layer. 

u Axial component of velocity. 

v Radial component of velocity. 

Axial co-ordinate. 
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vi 

B Constant in linear 0' - 5 relationship. 

C Convection constant, Appendix Ill. 

C Specific heat at constant pressure. 
p 

E Arc voltage gradient. 

I Total arc current. 

J Zero order Bessel function. 
0 

K Boltzmann's constant. 

y Shock Mach number. 
s 

N Dependent Nusselt number. £I 

.2 TT (-'vq.(U.-.J .. ) 
N Independent Nusselt number. Z .. 

u (JYq,)J.t -.L.) 0'. 
.. 

X 

P Radiation densi~. 

Pr Prandtl number. c;,. /J. 
)( 

° 
R Gas constant. 

R Reynolds m.nnber. p.uox 
e j'0 

T 

S Heat flux potential. j.J..J.T 
° 

T Equilibrium temperature. 

T Electrcn temperature. 
e 

T Gas temperature. 
g 

V Arc column voltage. 

Vtot 
Total arc voltage. 

X Radial similarity co-ordinate EY!. 

Z Gas compressibility factcr. 
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P See equation 7.6. 

6 Outer thermal layer thickness. 

y Ratio or speciric heats. 

~ Non-dimensional radial co-ordinate. 

A Mean rree path or electrons. 

~ Viscosity • 

. f Gas density. 

d Electrical conductivity. 

~. Rererence value or electrical conductivity, 100 mho~cm. 

g(N) Combined runctions of N, equation 6.8. 

f(O() Distribution of pressure gradient along arc arls. 

g(x) Velocity distribution factor. 

Subscrints 

00 Freestream conditions 

o Arc arls conditions 

o Arc boundary conditions, taken 

(except in the case of d. ) 

o 
as 4,000 K 

1 Non-dimensional quantities, normalised with 

respect to conditions at 4,000~ 
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. 1. W'lRODmTION 

The term 'electric arc' has been used to describe gas 

discharges l.U1der a wide range of conditions, varying from low 

pressure glow discharges· to lightning strokes. In practice, 

the various discharge regimes merge into each other to give a 

continuous spectrum of operating conditions. The discharges 

considered in this thesis are high pressure electric arcs, in 

which the thermodynamic and transport processes are considered 

to be in thermal equilibrium. Maximum temperatures varying 

between 6,000% and 50,000% have been measured within such arcs, 

depending upon the operating conditions of the particular arc in 

question. 

The stimulus for the present work was provided by the need 

for a greater l.U1derstanding of the energy transfer processes 

involved in the electric arcs produced within modern gas blast 

circui tbreakers. These devices are used for the control and 

protection of high power electricity supply systems. The majority 

of these circuit breakers operate on the axial flow principle, in 

which a high pressure gas, usually air, is exhausted through a nozzle. 

The electric arc is drawn between a pair of electrodes spaced on 

either side of the nozzle; the arc is thus held stationary and the 

gas is forced to flow through the high temperature region created by 

the arc. Such an arc~ whose axis coincides with the flow direction 

and is held stationary against the gas flow will henceforth be referred 

to as an axial flow arc. A schematic drawing of such an arc in a 

cixcui t breaker is shown in figure 1. 
'. 

It is known that the voltage-current characteristics of the 

arc and its diameter are important factors affecting circuit breaker 

performance, and from the designer's point of view, it is important 

to know the relationship between these parameters and the aerodynamic 
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flow field of '!he circuit breaker. Although electric arcs have 

been studied for many years, it is only recently that serious 

attention has been given to '!he problem of the interaction between 

electric arcs and aerodynamic flow fields. In particular, the 

arc which is constrained wholly by an axial gas flow has received 

comparatively little attention. This situation arises in an axial 

flow circuit breaker when the current is low, and the arc diameter 

is small compared with that of the nozzle. In the case of an 

alternating current arc, this occurs as the current approaches zero, 

a period of time which is known to be critical for the successful 

interruption of current. Furthermore, the a.c. arc in a circuit 

breaker is known to follow closely the d.c. voltage-current character

istic of the arc. 

Practical experience suggests that the flow in an actual circuit 

breaker·is of a complex and often unpredictable nature, and in order 

to obtain reliable experim:mtal results an arc in a simplified flow 

situation has been chosen for detailed study. This is the steady 

state axial flow arc in a uniform velocity, constant pressure flow 

field. The flow field is assumed to be large compared with the arc 

diameter, so that '!he main flow is undisturbed by the arc. This 

si tuation is the equivalent of the constant pressure boundary layer 

problem in aerodynamics. 

". 
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2. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS IDRK ON lJJ.AL FLON ARCS 

A vast body of' literature exists on electric arcs and 1i1is 

review will be conf'ined to those having a substantial element of 

axial f'low. An excellent summary of general electric arc work 

and plasma physics up to 1956 is given by Finkelnburg and Maecker 1. 

The first electric arc to be discovered b=t freely between 

electrodes under atmospheric conditions. This 'free b=ing' arc 

as it is known was studied extensively by early workers, such as 

Ayrton 2, who derived voltage-current relationships for arcs of 

different lengths and with different electrode materials. These 

investigations identified three components of' arc voltage, the 

cathode droP, the anode drop, and the arc coltmlIl, the latter having 

an approximately linear voltage distribution. The low current arc 

coltmlIlwas found to have a negative voltage-current characteristic, 

the vel tage required to sustain the discharge falling as the current 

was increased. Above 100 amps current the vel tage of the free 

b=ing arc in air remains almost independent of current. 

characteristics are similar in fonn for many types of arc, except 

where the arc is physically restrained in a tube, in which case at 

high currents, the arc voltage rises linearly with current. 

The characteristics of the vertical free b=ing arc are 

determined by self generated flows, and it represents one of the most 

complex types of axial flow arc. At low currents free convection 

dominates the flow field, and this regime has been investigated by 

Suits 3 up to 10 amps current in nitrogen, helium, hydrogen, and 

argon, under pressures between 1 ani 10 atmospheres. Several authors 

have correlated these results using different hypotheses. Suits and 

Pori tsky 4 base their method on the free" convection heat loss from 

vertical rods and plates, McAdams 5, using the electrical diameter of 
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the arc as a length dimension. 6 
Elenbaas makes the assumption 

that the temperature gradient at the edge of the aro is independent 

of the diameter. This effectively defines the edge of the outer 

thermal envelope rather than the electrical diameter. The resulting 

heat transfer law differs considerably from that of Suits and Pori tsky, 

due to the different definitions of diameter employed, the outer 

thennal diameter being almost ten times the electrical diameter. 

More recently, Rowe 7 has correlated Suits's results using experimental 

evidence that the voltage-gradient is independent of axial length. 

The axial length is used as a characteristic dimension and the resulting 

heat transfer law is similar tc that of Elenbaas. 

At high currents We flow field is largely determined by magnetic 

1 
pinch forces, as demonstrated by Maecker • The arc assumes a conical 

shape near the cathode, and since the magnetic pinch force of the 

current increases with current density, an internal pressure is created 

which is high at the cathode and decreases along the arc axis. The 

resulting pressure gradient accelerates the flow along the arc axis, 

ana. velocities up to 2 x 104 crrv'sec have been measured close to the 

cathode of a 200 amp free burning arc, Wienecke 8. The voltage 

gradient-current characteristics of the free burning arc in air and 

nitrogen at 1 atmosphere pressure have been investigated in detail by 

King 9 over the current range 10-4 to 104 amps. Under these conditions 

the arc is considered to be in thennal equilibrium down to about 0.1 amp 

CUXTent. 

In recent years the employment of .. electric arcs as high enthalpy 

sources in space re-entry simulation facilities has greatly stimulated 

research into the interaction between electric arcs and aerodynamic 

flow fields. The nain lines of development can be broadly divided 

into those employing the crossflow arc, in which magnetic forces are 
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used to move an arc in a transverse directicn through the gas, and 

those with co-axial arc and gas flOl'7 systems. The arc usually 

operates in a chamber, from which the arc heated gas is expanded 

through a nozzle into the test section. 

The magnetically driven crossflcw arc has been investigated 

experimentally by several authors and a correlaticn of many of their 

results is given by Adams et al 10. Lord 11 has studied the problem 

theoretically and has obtained a solution valid for low Reynolds 

numbers. The high Reynolds number solution of this arc represents 

a difficult mathematical problem and attention has been concentrated 

on developing general correlation parameters for such arcs, LoTa 12 

and Yas'ko 13 

In the axial flow heater the arc is confined in a tube with a 

superimposed axial gas flow, the growth in arc diameter being ultimately 

limited by the tube walls. The heat addition to the gas takes place 

during the growth region of the arc, and af'ter the wall limited 

condi tion has been reached, further power input to the arc must be 

absorbed :into the wall material. In these axia~ flow arc heaters the 

arc and flow passages are of comparable size, and there is strong 

coupl:ing between the arc and the imposed gas flow. This :interaction 

between the arc and 121e gas flow presents considerable difficulties :in 

the theoretical solution of such problems, and usually an iterative 

procedure is employed. 

Several authors have proposed the~~etical models for this growth 

region, nninly with the object of predicting the length required to 

attain fully developed exit conditions. St:ine and Watson 14 obta:in 

an analytical solution for a circular cylindrical arc having an :increas:ing 

central temperature along the axis. This takes account of the axial 
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convection and radial heat conduction terms in the energy 

equation. The solution relies on the assumption of a constant 

massflow per unit area and linearisation of the gas properties. 

This model is physically unrealistio, since in practice it is 

found that the arc is ini thlly small in diameter with a high 

central temperature. With increasing arc length the diameter 

increases, and the central temperature falls until the wall 

limited condition is reached. Chen 15 and Weber 16 present 

analyses for arcs of this type based on a simplified col= model 

containing radial heat conduction as the only form of heat loss. 

Chen accounts for the heat transfer to the ccld flO\'/' by applying 

solid body heat transfer laws to the column surface; Weber also 

uses the simple radial heat conduction column model, but assumes 

that all the energy is absorbed within the growing electrically 

conducting region. Skifstad 17 bases his analysis on similarity 

solutions of the energy and momentum equations, and uses a Pohlhausen 

integral technique to solve for particular entI"'J ccndi tions. All 

these solutions require iteration procedures, and as shown by WatsOIl 

'and Pegot 18, the computation required by these models is as great 

as that required ?or a full numerical solution of the problem. 

Russian workers have also investigated a series of axial flow 

arc devices, designated '·Plasmatrons'. In these, conditions are 

such that the arc does not fill the tube at the exit, and the arc 

length is limited by an arc root whose position along the wall is 

detennined by the gas flow conditions, for example Dautov and Zhukov 19, 
. 20 21 

Dautov et al ,Dautov and Sazonov .. ' Considerable effort has been 

made by the Russian workers to develop correlation parameters for a 

large ntnnber of arcs, including the free burning arc, the wall 

controlled arc, -the crossflow arc, and ·the axial flow arc. These are 

Sl.nIlIDarised by Yas'ko 13 who demonstrates their success in correlating 

experimental results. 
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The arc which is ccnstrained wholly by an axial gas flow has 

received. comparatively little attention. Several exper:!mental 

investigations have been pUblished, but little attention appears to 

have been paid to the theoretical solution of such problems. In 

discussing axial flow arcs it is important to distinguish between 

flows which are purely axial, and those having a component of 

rotational flow. By means of the·latter it is possible to obtain 

stable arcs of great length. 22 These were investigated by Grotian 

who obtained arcs greater thsn 1 metre in length. More detailed 

experiments were later oarried out by Aartz 23 who investigated arcs 

in flows with varying degrees of rotational flow. It is difficult 

to interpret such results, as the flow field of the arc is dependent 

on the design of the apparatus, and the flow with the arc present may 

differ from the cold flow. 

Kirschstein and Koppelmann 24,25, studied an arc in constant 

pressure pure axial air 

voltage distributions. 

flow, photographing arc behaviour and measuring 

26 In a later paper they made a detailed study 

of arc behaviour in the divided flow between a pair of opposing nozzles. 

Kin~ 27 has further investigated the voltage gradient-current character-

istics of arcs in air and nitrogen under various flow conditions. 

These results are 

characteristic. 

shown in figure 2, together with 

28 Rowe has recently completed a 

the free burning arc 

study of an aro in a 

shock tUbe, giving voltage gradient-current characteristics for arcs in 

nitrogen at atmospheric pressure with different flow velocities. He 

correlates his results on a semi-emperical basis, which, although 

collapsing the results to a single curve, gives little insight into the 

fundamental factors affecting arc behavicur. 

Swanson 29 has studied the dynamic arc in SF 6 theoretically, using 

boundary layer techniques. His solutio~ takes the values of certain 
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integrals across the flow profiles to be constant over the current 

cycle. From the solution of the dynamic energy equation he 

ca.lculates the diameter of the plasma remaining at current zero. 

This solution does not accurately represent the steady state arc, 

as the variation of some of the quantities which axe regarded as 

fixed at the maximum current value axe responsible for the basic 

d.c. aro characteristic. 

Frind 30 has caxried out measurements on argon arcs of 70 cm 

length confined in tubes of 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 1.0 cm diameter at 

between 1 and 10 atmospheres pressure for currents up to 80 amps. 

At the higher flow rates photographs showed the flow to be turbulent 

in character, with higher arc voltage gradients than for the laminar 

a.rcs obtained at lower flow rates. For the 1 cm diameter tubes the 

arc was small compared with the tube and wall heat transfer measurements 

showed that the flow was not fully developed at the exit. Measurements 

from photographs of the turbulent arc fluctuations showed that the hot 

a.rc plasma was travelling much faster than the mean cold flow velocity. 

'. 
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3. GAS PROIERI'I:ES AND THEIR DlFLUENCE ON ARC BEHAVIOUR 

It is found that the voltage-current characteristics of arcs 

ill different gases differ considerably. These differences arise 

from the molecular structure of the gas, and some of the important 

features will now be described and the gas properties of nitrogen 

presented in detail. 

3.1. The formation of dissociation cores: 

A striking feature of many arcs is the appearance of 

high temperature regions within the main discharge at· certain 

critical currents. These were first noted in the case ot' the 

free burning arc, and their existance was at first attributed· 

to magnetic ;pinch effects, since they were accompanied by high 

speed plasma flows. 

King 31 showed that 'these high temperature cores arose 

from ma.:x:ima. in the variation of thermal conductivity with 

_ temperature. A study of free burning arcs revealed that the 

formation of the core occurred at different currents, according 

to the dissociatLon potential of the gas. King's observed values 

of transition current for arcs in various gases are compared with 

their respective dissoci~tion potentials in Table I. 

The effect of dissociation is to cause a maximum in the 

variation of thermal conductivity with temperature. This increase 

is caused by the inter-diffusion of molecules and atoms, which 

transports large quantities of dissociation energy along the 

temperature gradients. The negative rates of change of thermal 

conductivity with temperature are reflected as increases in 

temperature gradient within the arc. The change in gas compcsition 
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gives rise to a characteristic change in colour within 

the high temperature core. By observing the transition 

current in a free burning nitrogen arc, King was able to 

confirm that the dissociation potential of nitrogen was 

9.762 e.v. rather than the previously accepted figure of 

7.38 e.v. 

3.2. The material pronerties of nitrogen: 

Nitrogen was selected as the working gas for the 

present experiments, and the material properties used as a 

basis for the theoretical calculations will now be discussed. 

Wells 32 has recently made a comparison between published 

values of the thermal conductivity, electrical conductivity 

and radiation density of nitrogen at one atmosphere pressure. 

He concludes that King' s 31 calculations of electrical and 

thermal conductivity best represent the observed arc character-

istics, and these values are used as a basis for the present 

theoretical calculations. However, since Wells's survey, 

some criticism has been made of the method previously used to 

obtain values of thermal conductivity from measured arc 

temperature profiles. In addition, recently published 

measurements extend the operating range of the apparatus used 

o 
for such work from arc central temperatures of 15,000 K to 

In the light of this recent work the essential 

differences between the various published values will be briefly 

reviewed. 
.. 

The principal differences between the published values 

of themal conductivity are shown in figure 3 which compares 

the calculations of King with those of Yos 33. There is 

good agree rent up to about 8,OOODK, above which there is 

10 
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considerable difference between the two calculations. 

The large maximum in thermal. conductivity at 15,000% 

in King's calculations arises from the first ionisation 

level of nitrogen atoms, the inter-diffusion of electrons, 

ions and atoms increasing the thermal. conductivity. The 

magnitude of this increase depends on the value taken for 

the collision cross section of the nitrogen atom - ion 

interaction. This is not !mown with any certainty and 

the different values used accounts fcr the difference 

between the calculations of King and Yos. Maecker' s 34 

published values of experimentally derived thenral conductivity 

up to 15,000% confirm King's calculated values • 

. Yos 35 contends that Maecker's derived values of 

thermal. conductivity in this temperature range do not take 

into acoount inte~ally absorbed ultra-violet radiation, and 

when allowance is made for this, the derived thennal conductivity 

is reduced to the level of his calculations. These corrections 

rely on theoretically calculated absorbtion of ultra-violet 

radiation whose accuracy is difficult to assess. Hermann 36 

claims to have developed a method of analysing Maecker's 

measured arc temperature profiles which takes aCcount of 

internally absorbed radiation. He thus reduces the derived 

values of thennal conductivity close to the calculations of Yos. 

Schade 37 has recently published measurements on a wall cooled 

arc with central temperatures up to 26,000%. As will be shown 

in the next chapter, his measured variaticn of arc central 

temperature with pOii'er input clearly reflects a maximum in 

effective thermal. conductivity, closely following calculations 

based on King's values. Although the exact contributions to 
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the maximtnn at 15,000% are still open to doubt, it appears 

that for practical purposes it can be regarded as an effective 

total thermal conductivity. There is little data on the 

thermal conductivity of nitrogen at pressures greater than one. 

atmosphere. In general, dissociation and ionisation temperatures 

increase slowly with increasing pressure, causing the ma:x:iJna to 

occur at higher temperatures, but to decrease slightly in magnitude. 

The published calculations of electrical conductivity are 

in close agreement up to 26,000% and are confinnEXl by recent 

experimental measurement .. by Schade 37. The theories of , King 31 

and Yos 33 together with the experimental measurements of Schade 

are shovm in figure 4. Above 26,000oK there is no direct 

experimental information available. Yos's calculations extend 

up to 100,000% and above 30,000oK are based on Spi tzer' s 38 

theory for a fully ionised plasma. Also shown on figure 4 are 

some unpublished calculations by King extending up to 70,000%. 

These calculations are somewhat higher in value than his 

published figures and were performed to investigate the general 

trend at high temperatures and show the electrical conductivity 

o 
to be almost constant above 30,000 K. These calculations take 

into account the Change in collision cross sections at each 

ionisation level, which prevents the electrical conductivity 

from rising in accordance with the fully ionised theory. Again 

there is little data on the effect of pressure on electrical 

conductivity, Yos extends his calculations up to 30 atmospheres 

pressure and above 2O,ooo"K, these suggest that it varies 

approximately as the one fifth power of pressure. An 

examination of published data on high pressure arcs in Chapter 4 

suggests that in this temperature range electrical conductivit;1 

can be regarded as almost independent of pressure. 
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The radiation density of nitrogen derived by Wells 32 

and Yos 33 are shown in figure 5, Yos's calculations differ 

considerably from the values presented by Wells's critical 

survey of the available experimental data. Yos's calculations 

however, illustrate the rapid increase of radiation with 

. pressure. 

The theoretical solution of the overall energy balance 

of the arc also requires the density, enthalpy and specific 

heat of nitrogen. There is close agreement between the 

various published values, and those of Burhorn and Wienecke 39 

have been used and are shown in figures 6, 7 and 8. An 

important parameter from the point of view of the convection 

1 ... 
enthalpy difference r(.J. -1 .. ) , heat transfer is the specific 

where is the free stream enthalpy. This parameter is 

shown in non-dimensional form in figure 9 where, 

f, j, <= e (.J. - .J,.J 
p.(lo - ..(00) 

and Po and 1. are reference values at 4,000% and the 

freestream temperature is 288%. Burhorn and Wienecke' s 

calculations extend up to 30 atmospheres pressure, however as 

the electrical and thermal conductivity data was not available 

to these pressures, the parameter e,~, was based on the 

1 atmosphere values. In all the following calculations 

r,)',· has been taken to be directly proportional to the 
'. 

local static pressure of the gas. 
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4. SURVEY OF ARC COLUMN THmRIES 

In the past, a number of theoretical models have been 

developed to represent the electrically conducting arc column 

with various forms of radial heat loss. In general, botmdary 

conditions are chosen which reduce the arc to the form of a 

circular cylinder. Of these, the cases of arcs with radial 

heat conduction only, with conduction and transparent radiation, 

and with conduction and radial convection represent the principal 

modes of heat loss. By comparing these solutions an iniportant 

similari ty can be deduced concerning the radii of arcs with 

different types of heat loss. 

4.1. The simole conduction arc: 

This was the first arc model to be solved in detail and .. 
only considers radial conduction losses. In spite of its 

simplicity this model has contributed more to the tmderstanding 

of arc behaviour than any other. In this form the energy 

equation can be written: 

t-

o £ = 0 • 

where a' and 1 , the electrical and thermal conductivity are 

non-linear ftmctions of temperature. In this form the equation 

is popularly mown as the Elenbaas-Heller equation. 

This can be simplified by a transformation due to Brinkman 40, 

Eft = X 

Equation (4.1) then becomes 

, 
X 

'. 

o. 

If the variation of <! and 1 with temperature is mown, equation 

141 
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(4.3) can be solved numerically to give T as a function of X. 

If this is carried out for a number of arc central temperatures, 

the transformation (4.2) can be used to generate families of 

temperature profiles, each with a fixed central temperature 

but different voltage gradients and diameters. 

Integration of the electrical conductivity across the 

temperature profiles of equation (4.3) gives the total power 

input per tmit length of arc as follows:-

)(0 1)1<> 
lTTf X Jx - 1. TT ['" o'..x k. 

where the subscript 0 denotes the effective limit of electrical 

conductivity. Applying Ohm's law to equation (4.4): 

7. TT £ !;~ M = £ I • 
o 

where I is the total current flowing in the cross section. 

From equation (4.4) it follows that the arc similarity radius Xo 
and the power gradient El are tmique functions of arc central 

temperature. The realisation of the significance of the power 

gradient rather than cuITent alone in determining arc temperatures 

has proved of great importance in tmderstanding arc behaviour 

tmder widety differing operating conditions. This emphasises the' 

importance of the arc voltage gradient i" determining arc behaviour. 

Schmitz 41 has further simplified equation (4.2), replacing 

temperature by the heat flux potential S , where, 
T 

S = [J" cl r. .. 

Equation (4.2) then becomes 

.L (X d 5) + 
X dx dx 
I 
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For most gases the relationship between <i and S is 

relatively smooth and is approximately linear up to about 

10,000%. For this linear relationship, equation (4.5) 

CM be solved analytically. 

Assuming a linear variation of d with 5 of the fonn: 

11=:B(5-5.) 

equation (4.5) has the solution: 

s - S. = J o eX fi) " 
5. - s. 

Jo is the' zero order Bessel funotion and subsoripts C and 0 

denote conditions at the arc centre and boundary, 

. 42 
Goldenberg has extended this method by approximating 

the gas properties by a number of linear segments. If a 

computer is available, it is generally easier to solve the 

original equation by numerical methods. 

This has been done using the programne of Yos 33, (Appendix I) 

and the nitrogen properties of King, figures 3 and 4. The 

resulting temperature profiles are shown in figure 10 in terms of 

the similarity variable X, and clearly show the formation of the 

high temperature cores. The calculations are terminated at 4,000%, 

this being taken as the lower limit of electrical conductivity. 

The relationship between arc central temperature and power 

gradient is shown in figure 12, where it is compared with a number 

of experimentally measured arc temperatures. The agreement 
", 

between the calculated and measures values is excellent, Schade' s 37 

measurements reflecting the irregularities due to the formation of 

the ionisation core at 15,000%. King's approximation: .. , -
T.= '"S .. /0 (Er)' 

is also shown, and is a good fit as a mean over the whole power range. 
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The radius characteristic for a 4,OOO~ boundary 

is shown :in figure 13 as a function of paNer gradient. 

For temperatures above 20,OOO~ the electrical conductivity 

is taken to be substantially :independent of temperature. 

In this region the arc can be represented by a simple 

application of Ohm's law, 

El = c5 TT X.~ > where d = 120 mhos/cm 

irrespective of the energy loss mechanism. In this region 

the electrical conductivity 01' air, nitrogen, oxygen and 

argon are similar. 

A number of measurements of arc diameter have been 

published :in this power range, and are shown or, figure 13. 

For the water turbine arc 01' Burhorn, Maecker and Peters 45, 

the radius at 4,0000K was obta:ined from the measured temperature 

profiles at atrr.ospheric pressure. The agreement with the 

calculated nitrogen radii is excellent. 

46 Marston et al , have made measurements on an air arc 

conf:ined :in a narrow tube at pressures between 35 and 130 

atmospheres. These diameters were measured photographically 

and probably over-estimate the electrical diameter. It is to 

be noted these results d9 not exhibit any marked pressure 

dependence. 

Kirschste:in and Koppelmann 26 measured arc diameter for 

arcs :in nozzle flow at pressures between 2 and 11 a"bnospheres 
". 

and currents between 200 and 1,500 amps. These results all 

collapse to a s:ingle curve, aga:in showing no dependence of 

electrical conductivity on pressure. The diameters were 
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measured from photographs of the arc :in a small region between 

an opposing pair of nozzles, this arrangement keep:ing the arc 

free of metal vapour. The voltage gradients were taken as 

mean values over a much longer length of arc, it is probable 

that this under-estimates the gradients appropriate to the 

measured diameter, accounting for the low values :in comparison 

with the other measurements. 

Alien and Craggs 47 measured rapidly expand:ing spark 

channels at currents of 188 kA yielding powers of 10 8 Watt~cm. 

These are :in general agreement with t.':te constant. electrical 

conductivity model although the scatter is rather large. 

At the low power end of the scale comparison with experiment 

becomes difficult, as the calculated radius depends more strongly 

on the assumed boundary temperature. Another difficulty arises 

from the sensitivity of the electrical conductivity to metal 

vapour at these temperatures, King 48. This is illustrated by 

comparing the results of Foitzik 49 on a rotating nitrogen aro 

. with metal electrodes, with those of Suits 3 using carbon 

electrodes. The arc diameters with metal electrodes are 

considerably smaller than those with car'bon, :in spite of the 

fact that metal vapour :increases the luminos.ity greatly :in the 

outer regions, exaggerat:ing the visible diameter. 

4.2. Conduction arc with radiation: 

The general problem of the radiating plasma column is 
'. 

extremely complex and solution is only possible at present with 

certain simplifications. The usual assumptions to be made are 

that the column is cylindrical, and the plasma is optically th:!n, 

all the radiated energy being transmitted. The energy equation 
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can then be written:-

where P is the radiated energy per unit volume of plasma, 

a unique function of. teIl!'erature. 

For this arc the central temperature is no longer 

a unique function of power gradient and depends on the 

individual values of E and I. The radiation loss depends 

on the volume of the arc and is approximately proportional , 
to E1 ' 

Lord has derived the following similarity' groups for 

the arc with transparent radiation, all of which are unique 

functions of central temperature. 

El - P, _1_ • ... £ Jr. 

Wells 32 has carried out detailed n=rical calculations 

cn the cylindrical arc column with transparent radiation loss, 

and shows that the above parameters collapse the results to 

unique functions of central temperature. The effect of 

radiation on the individual temperature profiles is shown in 

figure 11 for arcs with a fixed po;ver jnput of 10 KW/cm, at 

. different voltage gradients. The arcs with a low voltage 

gradient have a lower central temperature, and a flatter 

profile in the centre than the corresponding radiation free arc, 

Although the simple power input-central temperature 

relationship of the conduction dominated arc no longer holds, 

it is found that the radial similarity-power input relation 

(figure 13) still holds closely when radiation is included. 
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This is shown in Table II where "\he figures from Wells's 

calculations are compared for different voltage gradients. 

I t can be seen that the radial similarity E.1I. still holds 

closely even with 3Q% radiation loss. It can also be seen 

that the proportion of radiation decreases very rapidly as 

the voltage gradient is increaseu. Above 20,000% the 

radiation density of nitrogen becomes almost independent of 

temperature, as shown in figure 5, 

In "\he case of forced convection arcs, the ~igh voltage 

gradients result in small diameters which in turn decrease 

the proportion of radiation loss. This is &~~ by the 

26 measurements of Kirschstein and Koppelmann for arcs of 

2,000 amps in nozzle flow at a pressure of 10 atmospheres. 

The radiation loss in this case amounted, to about },% of the 

total power input. 

For arcs where the optical depth is =11 cornpared to 

the arc diameter, th~ radiation heat transfer can be regarded 

in the same way as thermal conductivity, This is the case at 

very high pressure, as in the work of Borovik 50 et al approach-

ing 1,000 atmospheres pressure. 

4.3. The transpiration cooled arc: 

An arc having a uniform radial inflow of gas along its 

length is known as a transpiration cooled arc. To satisfy the 

flow equations this boundary condition also requires that the 

pressure gradient increases linearly along the axis. With the 

simplifying assumptions that the gas properties within the arc 

are independent of pressure, and that the kinetic energy is small 
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compared with the the mal energy, the solution yields a 

cylindrical arc coluw~ whose voltage gradient is independent 

of length, Cowley 51. 

A study of this problem for a 12,000% nitrogen arc 

has been published by Schmi tz and Druxes and Pa tt 52. A 

more detailed numerical solution is given by Eckert and 

Anderson 53 who compare the characteristics of the trans-

pira tion cooled arc with those of the wall cooled arc with 

hydrogen as a working gas. The comparison showed that about 

15% more p07Ter was required to reach a given central temperature 

than for the wall cooled case, depending on the chosen value of 

wall temperature. 

Some of the results of this study are shown in Table HI, 

where it can be seen that the radius characteristic [.n. of the 
a.""'''P''f1.1: 

tv/o cases is similar. In practice, a small~of inflcN resulted 

in high voltage gradients, and the temperature profiles remained 

close to the wall cooled case, except in the outer regions. 

The radius characteristic of the transpiration cooled arc 

containing radial inflow is thus close to that of the simple 

conduction arc. 

In Appendix III a mathematical model of the electrically 

conducting column of the arc in constant pressure axial flow 

is developed. The column increases in diameter along the axis 

and takes account of radial and axial convection terms in the 
'. 

energy equation. The local slope of the edge of the electrically 

conducting column is regarded as part of an overall convection 

constant. The model is thus similar in form to the transpiration 

cooled arc, the slope of the boundary being equivalent to a radial 
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:Inflow. The resulting temperature profiles indicate that 

the radius characteristic E.n. can still be used to represent 

the radius of the arc. 

4.4. A universal arc radius characteristio: 

As shown in section 4.3, the arc radius characteristic 

calculated from the simple Elenbaas-Heller equation which 

contains radial conduction losses only, can be applied as a 

close approximation to arcs with other modes of heat loss. 

This includes those-.vith a large proportion of radiation loss, 

and the transpiration cooled arc with a radial convection tenn. 

Thus for nitrogen arcs dominated by radial heat losses, there 

appears to be an almcst unique relationship between Eland r.J1~ 

This leads to great simplification of the oolution of 

axial flow arc problems, as arc radius can be expressed simply 

in tenns of E and I without considering in detail the energy 

exchange mechanisms within the electrically conducting col=. 

For arc power inputs greater than 105 Watts/cm, examination 

of measured arc diameters suggests that the arc in air or nitrogen 

is well represented by a constant electrical conductivity of about 

120 mhoe/cm. On the evidence of the measured arc diameters this 

value is substantially independent of pressure. up to 130 atmospheres, 

although photographic measurements of arc diameters are difficult 

to interpret accurately. 

'. 
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5. THE GENERAL PROBLl'M OF THE ELEDTRIC ARC IN AXIAL FLOW 

In the preceedirig chapter discussion was confined to the 

electrically conducting region of the arc column. Attention will 

now be turned to the main subject of this thesis, the overall energy 

balance of an electric arc column in axial flow. In order to 

fo:rmulate the problem in mathenatical te:rms the following assumptions 

have been made. 

(1) The problem can be described by the continuum equations 

of fluid dynamics and equilibrium thermodynamics. 

(2) Radiation can be neglec':ed. 

(3) The kinetic ener~ of the gas can be neglected in 

comparison with the the:rmal energy. 

(4) Self magnetic pinch pressures can be neglected. 

(5) Electrode wake effects can be neglected. 

(6) The arc diameter is small compared with the nain flow 

field which remains unchanged by the presence. of the arc. 

(7) The arc is axisymnetric and in a steady state, with 

laminar flow throughout. 

(8) The boundary layer approrlmations are valid. 

(9) Where flows with pressure gradients are considered, 

viscous forces can be neglected :in comparison with 

the pressure forces. 
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The conditions for local thennal equilibrium are discussed 

at length by Finkelnberg and Maecker 1 Thennal and electrical 

conduction are essentially non-equilibrium phenomena, but if the 

departures from equilibrium are small, they can be treated by 

equilibrium methods. This is the concept of local thennal 

equilibrium, in which the transport and thennodynamic properties 

of the gas are considered to be unique functions of temperature 

and pressure. For the discharges considered here"departures from 

equilibrium can arise between the electrons and the heavier gas 

particles. In the presence of electric fields and thennal gradients 

the effective temperature of the electrons can be raised above that 

of the heavier gas particles. The criteria for local thennal 

equilibrium in the presence of electric fields and thennal gradients 

for nitrogen at one a tmogphere pressure have been calculated by 

Yos 35. 

In the case of electric fields the temperature difference 

between the electrons and heavY gas particles is given by the 

relation, 
.. 

'4 - T)- _ "", (AS!. f) - .. 
Ts +""' ... (3/,. K~) 

For conditions in a wall cooled arc cf 4D amps and 22v/cm Yos 

calculates T .. - T,. ~ o· I . 
T ... 

The nczzle flow arc at one atmosphere pressure on figure 2 has a 

voltage gradient of 100v/cm at 4D amps current, giving a figure of 

T~ - T,.'C./, a large departure from equilibrium. 
T .... 

Fcr radial the:rnnl gradients, a clistance J. is defined, 

beycnd which the gas is considered to be in equilibrium. Ycs has 

calculated this distance as a functicn cf temperature fcr nitrogen 

at one atmosphere pressure. U sing the universal radius characteristic 
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of figure 13, the diameter of the atmospherio pressure nozzle 

flow arc has been compared with the distance J. with the follow:ing 

results. 

I 20 amps 10 amps 

re 14,OOOoK 13,000~ 

j/6 0.04 cms 0,027 ems 

J. 0.01 cms 0.015 cms 

The equilibrating distance is of' the same order as the arc 

diameter and considerable departure from equilibritnn is to be 

expected 1ID.der these conditions. The criteria are based on 

simplified theories and Yos suggests that the figures may be in 

error by an order of magnitude and give pessimistic -results. 

These estirrations, however, suggest that departure from equilibritnn 

is to be expected for 10'07 current arcs with high voltage gradients, 

such as the arc in nozzle flow. 

Inspection of the Imown characteristics of arcs in flowing 

gases suggests that radiation can be neglected for most axial flow 

arcs. At sonic velocity and one atmosphere pressure, figure 2 

shows the constant pressure flow arc to have a voltage gradient of 

30 volt~em for currents greater than 100 amps. Wells's calculations 

in Table III shows approximately 4% radiation loss for a 300 amp arc 

of this voltage gradient. The maximtnn current obtained in the shock 

tube experiments on this type of' arc was 4B amps, and for this current 

radiation is negligible. 
". 

Kirschste:in and Koppelmann 26 measured about ~ radiation loss 

from a 2,000 amp arc :in nozzle flow at 10 atmospheres pressure. 

From these figures it can be seen that radiation can also be neglected 

in the high paNer nozzle arc. 
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If the analysis is restricted to conditions where the 

kinetic energy is small compared with the thermal energy, the 

pressure work and frictional heating terms in the energy equation 

can be neglected. Under sonic flm'( conditions at 10,OOOoK, the 

kinetic energy amounts to about 7% of the thermal energy. 

Magnetic pinch forces give rise to internally generated jets 

due to pressure gradients in a conically shaped arc column. For 

the case of the constant pressure axial flow arc, these are expected 

to play some part at high currents. The magnitude of such effects 

can be estimated by referring to the 200 amp free burning arc of 

Wienecke 8, where velocities of the order of 10 4~sec were measured 

close to the cathode. The same mcmentum change required to accelerate 

the gas from rest to 10 4c~sec, can be 
. 4 

a free stream velocity of 10 c~ sec to 

obtained by accelerating from 

1.6 x 10 4c~/sec. This 

represents much less of a jet effect than in the case of the free 

b=ing arc. In the case of the 48 amp arc in the shock tube 

experiments, plasma jets were not expected to play much part. For 

flOVlS with large pressure gradients, the self generated gradients are 

negligible compared to those in the main flow. 

The effect of· the wake from the upstream electrode is expected 

·to be of importance in the constant pressure flow arc, causing a local 

reduction in flow velocity close to the electrode. Ideally the 

electrode should be small in diameter compared with the arc. This 

proved difficult to aChieve in practice, and considerable trouble was 

taken in the shock tube experiments to minimise the wake and to assess 

its effect on the results. ". 

The flow equations of the axial flow arc can be further 

simplified by the introduction of the Prandtl boundar,r layer 
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approximations, which fonn the starting point for the solution 

of many viscous flow and heat transfer problems. These can 

be applied to flow situatio~s where radial derivatives are 

large compared to the axial derivatives, changes being assumed 

to take place within a transverse distance which is small 

compared to a typical axial length. In the case of the 

electric arcs studied. here typical length to diameters are of 

the order of 10: 1 and the flow deflections are small. The 

derivation of the bOlmdary layer equation is given in standard 

texts on the sUbject, Goldstein 54, Schlichting 55. 

For axisymmetric flow the boundary layer approximations 

reduce the flow equations to the folla.ting fonn:-

GAS LAW 

'::p-=ZRT 

f 

AXIAL MOMENTUM EQUATION 

RADIAL MOMFNTUM EQUATION 

'. 
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MASS CONTINUITY EQUATION 

o. (5 • .3) 

ID-'ERGY EQUATION 

P. 

~ith assumptions 2 and .3, this reduces to the form: 

From the solution of the radial momentum equation, the 

pressure remains constant across planes normal to the axis. 

The arc can then be regarded as a heat addition process, 

introducing density changes into the flow, whilst the 

pressure is impressed by the external flow. 

In solving these equations it is convenient to divide 

the flow into two regions, the eleotrically conducting arc 

column and an outer the~nl layer. In order to clarify the 

boundary' conditions at the junction between these two regions, 

the energy equation will next be examined to determine the 

relative orders of magnitude of the teJ;'IDs within the electrically 

conducting region. 



5.1. Order of' magnitude estimation of' convection within 

the electrically conducting regions: 

The energy equation of' the electrically conducting 

region of' the arc will now be examined to determine the 

importance of' convection. Taking the simplified f'orm of' 

the energy equation: 

. fUd..1 + f'Vd1 = .!. l. (..hl. -!:l.) + ..-E" 
J :le hl..)1. d.)1. l <;- J.n . 

Dividing by ref'erence values of' f. (t • .J. . .J... q. and a 

representative length i , the energy equation is obtained 

in the f'o=: 

The starred quantities are the non-dimensional variables 

and the group f U 'f,.1 is known as the pe'cl<~t number. This 
.A 

can be written in the more f'amiliar f'orm RJ.' P." , where 

R .... =·~ 
r Reynolds nUIIlber 

'fJ\ = J4,..,/:! Prandtl mnnber 
J... 

The group rI Fi '.1. represents the ratio of' the electrical p;;:x 
heating terms to the convection terms .. 

If the non-dimensional quantities • u. 

are regarded as 0('), the order of' magnitude of' the tenns 

in equation (6.6) can be estimated as f'ollows: 

= I [I J (JiJ.: Ji)] + 
'ft. .... 1'"" ''Ji J.n er J~ 

I. 

0(') 0(,) -,--' o("'!) 
R ... 1'.., .Jt 
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t. 0.{ tit._ 'V'uet./ch,1\" o.,f 

The group RA. 1;. ly.n) represents the ratio" convection, r conduction 

which will now be e:xpressed in terms of non-dimensional 

nunibers appropriate to the axial flow arc. 

The ratio (-;) can be written in the form: 

21 _ .n. " .2!... 
J. -.I. Ji. 

vdlere JI. is the radius of the electrically conducting 

region, taken here to be the 4,000'1\: isothermal. 

Using Ohm's law in the form: 

. : = J. TT <5. A: /"".n. eLt, 

the radius .JI. can be e:xpressed in terms of electrical 

parameters. The reference value of electrical conductivity, 

d.) is taken as 100 mhoe/cm, this being representative of 

the value above 20,OOOoK, where· it becomes almost independent 

of temperature. This reference value is of no significance 

in itself, serving only to render the integral in equation (5.6) 

non-dimensional. The ratio (~) can now be written: 

and the 

eJ 1. TTG'.; ..eo [~,JI' AA, 

• ra:::io:./,.convection becomes 
rlt.conduction 

I.~,JI. ,p" 

At this point it is convenient to define a Nusselt nuniber 

for the arc N, where, 

'. 

This will be called the Dependent Nusselt Nuniber, and is 

the non-dimensional power gradient of the arc. 
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The ratio>i.convection can now be written as: 
,.,'"conduction 

where R ... = Reynoids Number 

t = Prandtl Nurrber 

.. 
N ... = T Independent Nusselt Number 

(t t (.1.. . .1. .. )1 • .1.' 
o 

The gas properties are evaluated at 4,000 K. 

The integral f: Jl, d.fl, has been calculated from the 

universal radius characteristic of figure 13, and is shown 

in figure 14 as a function of N. These non-dimensional 

groups are those which occur later in the solution of the 

energy equation, and give a satisfactory correlation of 

experimental measurements. Making use of the data shown 

in figure 21, the ratio of the convection to the conduction 

terms has been calculated for the differential equation of 

the electrically conducting region. 

Conditions at the 4,000% boundary are 'lhown in figure 15 

for the cases of the constant pressure flow arc and the nozzle 

flow arc. It can be seen that the convection terms are less 

important within the electrically conducting region of the 

nozzle flow arc than for the constant pressure flow arc. This 

is because the decrease in arc diameter due to the higher voltage 

gradient of the nozzle flow arc outweighs the effect of the 

increased flow velocity within the column. The distribution 

o~ the convection terms across a particular temperature profile 

for the constant pressure flow arc is shown in figure 16. The 

temperature profile has been calculated from the simple conduction 

arc, and the actual profile will differ from this in the outer 

regions. 
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It can be seen -that -the convection tenns are of 

some importance well within the electrically conducting 

region. The simple Elenbaas-Reller equation cannot be 

applied directly to axial flaw arcs without further 

justification. 

The model of the electriyally conducting column of 

the constant pressure flOW" arc presented in Appendix III 

includes the effects of radial and axial convection. 

Temperature profiles are presented for various convection 

conditions and the distribution of total convected energy 

across a particular profile shown. It is found that the 

radius characteristic is close to that of the simple 

ccnduction arc, even wi th a considerable proportion of 

convection loss at the 4,OOO~ boun~. 

5.2. The integral method of solution: 

The method of solution adopted is based on Pohlhausen' s 

method for solving boun~ layer problems 54,55. Using the 

mass continuity equation, the momentum and energy equations 

are expressed in t enns of integrals of' the axial flow parameters 

over the flow cross section. These integral equations are then 

solved by choosing approximate temperature and velocity profiles 

which satisfy certain of the boundary conditions. When applied 

to skin friction problems the method gives excellent results and 

the solutions are relatively insensitive to the actual shapes 

of the profiles used. .. 

The derivation of the integral form of the IIlOmentum and 

energy equations is given in standard 'teXts 54,55. The case 

of the energy equation is given in Appendix ll, as the electrical 
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heating terms are not norITally included. The equations 

then take the following form:-

Momentum equation ... 
i [fO< (C4 - u_) Jt ~ = -fIfrUfbV,,)t;.Lt: (5.8) 

o 0 
Energy equation .. 

1. TT Lif'u( J.. - ), .. ).)1. M= I ~ . 
tl.- o J..,x 

This can be integrated directly to give: 

'" 
;'7T 1ft.< (.J, - .J,.,,) .It tht - l v. 

o 

where V is the arc column volta~e measured from the origin. 

This equation forms the basis of the solution of the 

axial flow arc, and the problem is to express the integral 

in terms of suitable electrical parameters. The following 

special cases have been chosen for solution:-

(1) The arc in constant pressure, uniform 

velocity axial flow. 

(2) The high power arc with an arbitrary pressure 

distribution. 

(3) The arc with a linearly increasing pressure 

gradient. 

For the last two cases the flow is of a stagnation 

point type, in which the velocity is zero at the origin and 

the flow accelerates along the axis. 



6. SOLUTION FOR THE ARC IN OONSTANT PRESSURE AXIAL FWW 

Considering the special case of an arc in constant pressure, 

uniform velocity axial flow, the momentum equation (5.8) becomes, 

..L flu (t.<- '-'_).n. tbt = o. 
axl' • 

Neglecting self genelated plasma flows and electrode wake effects 

(assumptions 4 & 5), this is satisfied by the solution, 

u. = u", 

This is ccnfinned by figure 17 which shows the passage of metal 

vapour along a 40 amp arc on successive frames of an iJr.age converter 

camera photograph. The luminous front of the disturbance reImins 

undistorted across the arc diameter and travels at the cold flow 

velocity. 

The arc thus acts as a constant pressure heat addition process, 

expansion of the heated gas introducing radial velocities into the 

flow, leaving the axial component unchanged. With this solution 

of the momentum equation, the energy equation (5.9) becomes: 
'" 

U",). TT if ( .J. - J..).l1 cbi = I V. 

Dividing the flow into an electrically conducting col= and an 

outer thermal layer, this can be written, 
Jp .. FJ. -J..)A J,. + 1: {J. -),.)".b. = IV 

:l. TT V .. 

The arc is assumed to grow from zero thickness at the origin and 

increase in diameter along the axis. The general features of 

the arc model are shown in figure 18. 

'. 
It was shown in Chapter 4 that the radii of many arcs, 

including those with a large proportion of radiation and convection, 

can be'represented by a universal :mdius characteristic in which [.n. 

is almost a unique function of power gradient, E.I. Thus the arc 
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radius 11. can be expressed in tenns of cUITent and voltage 

gradient alone, without considering in detail the energy 

exchange mechanisms within the core. 

It is difficult to define a precise radius for the arc, 

since there is no definite point at which the .electrical 

conductivity is zero. In the computation of the simple 

Elenbaas-Heller profiles in Seotion 4.1, a value of 4,000% 

was selected as the boundary. The dissociation energy is then 

included in the integral over the electrically conducting core. 

o Below 4,000 K the nitrogen gas properties change smoothly,vith 

temperature and a simple profile can be used to represent the 

outer layers. The o-"ter layer profile is chosen so that the 

conduction heat flow is matched at the 4,000% boundary. This 

assumes. that there is no convection at this boundary, which as 

has been shown earlier, is not in general justified. It is 

found however, that the solution is donrlnated by the growth of 

the. inner region, and the outer layer only plays a significant 

part at low powers where the assumption is more justified. 

This error tends to under-estimate the contributions of the 

outer layers. 

In an attempt to overcoJre this difficulty a method was 

tried based on an arc diameter containing 9810 of the electrical 

input. At this radius the proportion of convection is much 

reduced, but at the higher powers the dissociation energy is 

included in the outer layers. This, .. and the rapid variation of 

thennal conductivity with temperature make it difficult to 

represent the outer profile satisfactorily. The integral method 
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of solution is such that the errors introduced by using ~he 

fixed 4,000% boundary model are minimised, only changing the 

effective shape of the temperature profile, not the overall 

energy balance. 

It is convenient at this stage to express the energy 

equation in non-dimensional form by dividing through by 

reference values of the gas properties. The equation then 

becomes: 
I .. 

/r-).'~' J,., + fr,)" A, J", 
• I 

IV 

2 TT ..Jl! f. u. (1.. -Joo ) 

where fl=1.. , ..1. ,= 1- ~- . 
f. o-..-h. 

subscript 0 denoting cvnditions 

..11.= :;r. 
o 

at 4,000 K. 

, the 

By choosing the 

reference temperature at the edge of the conducting boundary, 

tr-e non-dimensional core integral becomes almost independent 

of the freestream temperature. As it is the core integral 

which dominates the solution over a large power range, the final 

non-dimensional solution is also almost independent of the free-

stream temperature. 

The product fIl, is shown in figure 9 as a function of 

temperature. 
o 

It is almost constant above 7,000 K and for 

temperatures above this the enthalpy integrals are independent , . 

of the temperature profiles. The integral i(',.1.. JI.,J.;,., has 

been calculated from the Elenbaas-Heller profiles of figure 10, 

and is shown in figure 19 as a function of the dependent Nusselt 

number N. As expected, the integral ~s constant a high powers 

where the major portion of the profile is· above 7,000%. For 

central temperatures below this, the Elenbaas-Heller profile 

becomes a better approximation to the central core profile. 
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The outer layer integral is evaluated by assuming a , 

simple profile for the product f..A. and matching the temperature 

gradient at the boundary .n. A finite outer layer of thickness 

.}I. + cS t. is defined such that, ,. 

jr{J.-J. .. ).llk -
.}I. lr(lt -j .. ).I1 k. 

Jl. 

Changing the radial co-ordinate to .n~ where:

..n~ = Jt - .It. 

and defining a non-dimensional co-ordinate IYJ where:-

11] = !!.J I 
b 

the non-dimensional outer integral becomes: 

(;..jl~O+1) fo j, J~ 
• 

The distribution of the product f' J.. across the outer layer 

is represented by the simple power law relation: 

In 

f . .J, • = (I - "J) I 

which satisfies the boundary conditions 

f'j,· - 0 '7 - I 

f . .1.. - I '? - 0 

The conduction balance across the boundary.n. gives: 

El =-J.TTJ7JJ..) EL 
le; • JJt 

which can be written in non-dimensional terms as: 

N _ & (J.J..) . 
-- b .l"l '7=0 

The non-d.imensional enthalpy gradient can be expressed in terms 

of f. J." as follows: '. 
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Differentiating equation (6.3), this becomes: 

m [dJ., 1 
J(r·J.,) ).,"- I 

for nitrogen, 

[ 
J.J., ] 

cl (f',J.) J.. ~ I 

··.and hence 

(di,) = _ 3111 
cl'7 '1..= I . 

Equa tion (6.4) therefore becomes: 

.1. = b 
17. N 

With the fiovl distribution of equation (6.3), the 

outer layer integral can be wn tten in the form: 

• I ' 

~.~f+')~·.(,J~ ~ (:.)1'-~i1J1 + (;.fh)J~ 
The integrals can be evaluated and combined with equation 

(6.5) to give: , 

(-:..lj-'f' "'1)f),' J1 -
1 

...L. m + 
N~ (mH)(md) 

..L. --!:."''-,-_ 
N (IYI+') 

The index,." . is a shape parrureter for the profiles, whose 

value is tmdetermined. The value of the outer integral is 

relatively insensitive to the value of m chosen, as shO'l/Il 

in Table lY. 

The case of' rn = 00 is equivalent to a simple exponential 

profile extending to inf'inity. 
.. 

substituting equations (6.6) into equation (6.1), the 

energy equation finally becomes: 
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.!L. mt + 
Ni. (m .. ,)(m+2.) 

..1.. hi 

N (1"01+') 
_ I V (6.7) 
-~ TT A: fo ~o()..-J..) 
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The left hand side of this equation is a function of El only, 

and using the universal characteristic, the radius Jr. can be 

wri tten in terms of El and E. 

Since the total current is independent 01'%, equation (6.7) 

reduces to a simple first order differential equation of the form, 

v = /C~) 
This can be solved in non-dimensional terms, to give a unique 

characteristic for the constant pressure axial flow arc. 

Using Obm's law, the arc radius can be expressed in 

electrical terms to give, 

L I 

.J1. = l' ~TTo'. f ti,.)!,k. . , 
where the conductivity"integral /.<>"-,,,cbt, is shown in figure 14, 

the non-dimensional form of the universal radius characteristic. 

Equation (6.7) then becomes: 

J,. I 

_ V N .2TTd".6d. "f,Jl• b ." 
po u. I " • (m + ,) 

This can be written in the form: 

, ( 6.8) 

where 1- (N) represents the combined functions of N. 

This has been calculated and is ehown in figure 20 for the core 

alone,m = 1, andm = "" • 

The effect of the outer boundary isne"gligible for values of N 

greater than 10, and the difference between the curves form = 1 

and m = (JO is small. 



Differentiating equation (6.8) with respect to X gives: 

d.v nr..-.(t). 
,)AC f.u.. 1 

or, in terms of N; 

i-M IN _ ,pr:". (~-). u,.-J .. ) 
N rh. p.l.<. r 1 

This can be integrated to give: 

which can be put in the form: 

.. 
4TT 

.. 
where Nw = I 

«6 (*). (J.. -1. .. ) xL 
Independent N ussel t No. 

'R .. = eo Cl. :I<: Reynolds No. 

)-l. 

e. = ¥ Prandtl No. 

These are the same non-dimensional parameters as those derived 

in the order of magnitude estimate of the energy equation in 

Section 5.1. The reference conditions for nitrogen are shown 

ill Table V. 

" 
The integral [?='::) d", was evaluated by approximating 

the function '(N) by a number of simple power law segments, and 

the resulting solution for nitrogen is'·shown in figure 21. It 

can now be seen that for a particular gas, arcs in constant pressure 
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axial flow can be represented by a single non-dimensional characteristic. 

Knowing the gas flow oonditions and current, the voltage gradient 

distribution of a particular arc can readily be calculated from this 

characteristic. 



6.1. Discussion of theory and comparison with measured 

arc characteristics: 

The constant pressure flow arc characteristic shown in 

figure 21 displays the lmown features of axial flow arcs. -For 

the steadily rising portion of the characteristic at high power 

gradients, the voltage gradient of an arc of fixed length and 

flow conditions is independent of current. Likewise, at constant 

current and length, the voltage gradient varies as the square root 

of the pressure, so long as the variation of the gas properties 

wi th pressure is small.- These features are shown by King's 

results on figure 2 for arcs in constant pressure sonic flow at 

1 and 10 atmospheres pressur~. In this power range the arc is 

represented by the constant electrical condUctivity model. 

As the arc power is decreased, the slope of the characteristic 

decreases, giving a negative voltage gradient-current relationship. , 

:pown to 500Watts/cm.(N = 10), the 'solution is dominated by the 

ccntribution from the electrically conducting region of the arc. 

Under these conditions, the energy contained within the growing arc 

column above 4,000% is much greater than the freestream energy, and 

the voltage gradient is almost independent of the freestream 

temperatur~. At powers below 500 Watts/cm the outer thermal layer 

absorbs an increasing amount of heat and the electrically conducting 

region becomes dominated by radial heat conduction. 

King's results make no reference to arc length and there 

appears to be little information on this aspect of arc behaviour. 

Holm, Kirschstein and Koppelmann 25 ~e one reference to this for 

an arc in constant pressure uniform flow, finding that the voltage 

gradient halved between arc lengths of 1 and 10 ems. In the shock 

tube experiments described in Chapter 8, the v aria tion of voltage 
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gradient with arc length and flow velocity was examined in detail. 

Care was taken to minimise the electrode wake, and currents up to 

48 amps at 1 and 2 atmospheres pressure were investigated. 

Some of these results are shown on figure 21 and the 

complete results shown on a larger scale in figure 47, where they 

are compared with the theoretical solution. The variation of .. 

voltage gradient with arc current, length, pressure and flow 

velocity are all consistent with ~~e theory. 

The general shape of the theoretical arc characteristic is 

determined by the universal radius characteristic. This differs 

markedly for different gases, and to illustrate this, the radius 

cr~racteristic for argon is shown on figure 

for argon were supplied by Dr. Naylor 56. 

13. The calculations 

The resulting arc 

characteristic is shown in figure 22, where it can be· seen to differ 

considerably from that of the nitrogen arc. The reference conditions 

for argon are given in Table V. From these, and the argon arc 

characteristic it can be seen that for the same velocity and pressure, 

the voltage gradient of the argon arc is lower than the co=esponding 

arc in nitrogen. Although there do not appear to be any published 

resul ts for the constant pressure flow axial arc in argon, the free 

burning argon arc is known to have a low voltage gradient. Goldrr~ 57 

gives a voltage gradient of 3 to 5 v/cm for a 100 amp free burning 

argon arc, compared with King's 9 value of 10 v/cm for the 100 amp 

nitrogen arc. 

Wutzke, Pfender and Eckert 58 have published the results of 

measurements on an argon arc in a relatively large diameter wind 

tunnel, in which the arc was well free of the walls. A mean 

voltage gradient of 4- v/cm was obtained for a 60 amp arc with a 
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flow velocity of 3 x 103 cny'sec at atmospheric pressure. 

Experimmts in the shock tube suggested that with large 

diameter electrodes the arc has an almost linear vcl tage 

distribution, whose' gradient is similar to that of an arc 

of about 2 ems length in undisturbed flOlV. Using this 

value of length, the arc of Wutzke, Pfender and Eckert is 

shown on figure' 22, where it can be seen to lie close to 

the theoretical argon characteristic. 

Figure 47, showing the nitrogen experimental results 

from the shock tube, also shows the effect of the outer 

layer shape parameter n on the final solution. Curves are 

shown for the electrically conducting core alone, n = 1 and 

n = 00 • It can be seen that within the range of the 

experimental results, the difference amounts to about 15% in 

power gradient. For gases such as CO2 and SF 6 whose 

dissociation temperature lies below the limit for significant 

electrical conductivity, the outer thennal layer will assume 

greater importance as it now contains the dissociation energy. 

This will tend to increase the voltage gradient of such arcs 

at low powers. 

Simple power laws can be used to represent the, arc 

characteristics over limited power ranges, the exponent varying 

between 0.2 and 0.5. Tl:J.is accounts for the variety of laws 

quoted for variation of voltage gradient with pressure and 

for different gases. 
'. 
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7. THIDRY OF THE AXIlJ.. Fur/[ ARC WITH A LARGE PRE3SURE GRADIENT 

The case of an air or nitrogren arc expanding through a nozzle 

is of great practical interest to the circuit breaker designer. If, 

as a first approximation, viscous forces are neglected in comparison 

wi th pressure forces, the velocity distribution within the arc can be 

calculated from a simple momentum balance. If the flo\\'" Mach nurriber 

is not much greater than unity, the kinetic energy of the flow can be 

neglected and the simple energy equation (5.9) can be used. 

The simpleone-dimensional momentum equation gives: 
"< 

u'" _ ~ l/ex) J..c 

f . 
where 1'0<"=-'1; , and f is the local density. 

The flow has a stagnation point at the origin where u = 0 

at x = 0, and the pressure distribution is assumed to be unchanged 

by the arc. 

The simplified energy equation .. 
J.TTffU(j,~-J.")J\d.n = IV • 

• 
becomes, on sUbstituting for u from eqn. (7.1), 

1 "r 1;')'1 j;' (J. - ),.)j"J" = I V 

• 
lTon-dimensionalising by the gas properties at 4,OOO~, this becomes: 

IV 

Separating the enthalpy integral into the electrically conducting 

region and an outer layer: I 

{~4~·· "I)r:J,,"'7 



The core integral has again been calculated from the simple 

Elenbaas-Heller temperature profiles and is shown in figure 19 

as a function of N. It's value can be seen to increase with 

increasing power input, due to the increase in velocity within 

the arc as the temperature increases. 

As in the case of the constant pressure flow arc, the 

outer layer is represented by a simple power law distribution, 

and the heat conduction matched across the boundary. 

layer distribution is written as: 

1nl f'J.,= (/-"]). 

The outer 

and the heat balance across the boundary can be written in non- . 

dimensional terms to give, 

~ m [ J1, J 
Ji D = -;:; J (en.) .i, = 1 

For nitrogen, [~]J".; ~ 1.24, and using this, the outer 

enthalpy integrals can be evaluated to give, 

f.;J.,Jl1k,= fp:fJ..~.eb,+ 1.~4. mt. + j r N (11'1+')(111+1) 
o 0 

Expressing the radius in terms of the non-dimensional form 

of the universal radius characteristic,the energy equation finally 

becomes: 

.. 
This equation is of the form, 
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Two special cases of this equation can be solved with relative 

ease. At high power gradients the !\mction f (E) can be 

approximated by a simple power law, and the energy equation can 

be solved for an arbitrary pressure distribution. For the case 

of a linear distribution of pressure gradient the equation can 

be solved directly without integration. 

7.1. The hir)1 power arc with an arbitrary pressure 

distribution: 

If the integrals of equation (7.4) are represented by 

the simple power law, 
CD . 

jll..J1·J.n· 1- "'" 
,iN, 

• l. JI. "'" • 

the energy equation can be put into the fonn: 

I'M 

vr = (L ,«(be) , 
. ).. /f7\-1 

where f = /, (1e.l"U..-.Lo) [:J.rr(c;J.(.L-.LJ]. 
d. I 

Equation (7.6) can be integrated to give: 

which can be expressed in tenns of Nusselt nuniber N 

as: 

From equation (7.1), 
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where e. and U. are the local values of density and velocity 

o 
at 4,000 K. 

The right hand side of equation (7.7) can then be written in 

terms of local non-dimensional parameters to give the solution: 

[ 
, ]--1--[ . N = Nw 'RA 1'", . .t (e.«d: """'m 

1 .'" YI'lt-
4 TT frr.o.t!) ..... .Lx, 

, 101 

For N > 1000, j,JI,J."0.7 and from figure 19, 

~ = 0.058 ana m = 0.68. 

T"nus for a knmm pressure distribution, the di stribution of 

N along the arc can be obta:ined for a particular set of flow 

conditions. 

If the analysis is further restricted to incorrpressible 

flow, and the variation of power along the arc length is small, 

an analogy exists between the arc voltage and the velocity 

potential of the flow. In this case. 

f· = constant, 

and/l'l'l = 1. 

With these assumptions equation (7.6) becomes: 

which can be arranged in the form, 

" " f vdV = P [1(')'" 
when m = 1, f reduces to: 

1 
P = k(2P.) (J..-J .. ) 

<10 

.. 

, and with 

equation (7.9) becomes: 

1:""11 
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. From the fluid velocity potential f5 which sat:l.sfies 

Laplace I s equation ? f = 0, the axial component of velocity 

is given by: 

From this, 

and equation 

u.= - dP 
dX • 

~ -''''0 = -1C/: tk, 
(7.10) reduces to: 

where 1 is the velocity potential at the' origin. r.. .• 

Hence for incompressible flow, the arc voltage 

distribution can be obtained directly from velocity 

potential distributions. The vaiue of.t must be 

selected to suit. the power range of the aro, Which can 

be estimated from the solution given by equation (7.8). 

7.2. Solution for a linear uressure gradient arc: 

As discussed in section 4.3, the arc with a pressure 

gradient increasing linearly along the axis has a solution 

such that the voltage gradient is indepelldent of the axial 

length. 
• 

Cowley 51 shows that such a solution exists even 

when the full flow equations are used. Thus E v 
= - , x 

and 

the integral form of. the energy equation can be solved 

directly over the whole. power range. 

Taking the linear pressure gradient distribution 

IC"') = Cl x • . 
oc.!. .1. 

~(")J,,cr 4 XC;)L 

The energy equation (7.~) then becomes: .. 
, //.)., Jl, "'" • 

_ • .!.R." ___ _ 

r ' /.0'1 .,1\, J.ro , 
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Wri ting 1: = E, and expressing the result in terms of 
x 

Nusselt number N, 

From the momentum equation (7.1). 
1: 

(foo.) = ~ , 
'JC 

o 
where U. is the local velocity at 4,000 K. 

Equation (7.12) can be written in the form 
I 

~ 1 (<1,J1 1 k I 

4. TT N _J.:;.AO' __ _ 

if~1J.IJlI M I 
o 

The conducting integral is given by figure 14, and the 

enthalpy integral by equation (7.3). From these the 

solution can be calculated and is shown in figure 21, 

where it can be seen that the power loss from the nozzle 

aro is conr:i.derably greater than for the constant pressure 

flow case. In comparing the two cases it srould be 

remembered that for the nozzle arc, the velocity at 4,OOO~ 

is approximately three times the cold flow velocity. The 

increased power loss from the nozzle flow arc is due to the 

increase in velocity in the high temperature region which 

gives a greatly increased enthalpy flow. 

For the case of a nozzle with sonic exit ronditions, 

increasing the current increases the arc temperatures, and 

hence the speed of sound and the enthalpy flow. The voltage 

gradient of such an arc with constant electrical conductivity 
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therefore increases slightly with increasing c=rent, 

instead of remaining constant as for the constant 

pressure arc. 

7.3. Comparison between the theory and experiment for 

arcs in nozzle flow: 

Kirschstein and Koppelmann 26 and King 27 'have 

published the results of detailed experiments on arcs 

in nozzle flow. The nozzle design is shown in fig=e 23 

which also shows' the measured flow distribution along the 

axis. The flow is of the 'divided blast' type, in which 

the gas flows into the annular space between the nozzles 

before dividing between the exits. By this means the arc 

is kept free of metal vapo= and runs in p=e gas. The 

flow distribution up to the sonic point approximates to 

the linear pressure gradient distribution of the theory 

and is taken as such. The pUblished voltage gradients 

are also mean values between two voltage probes set at 

the sonic flow positions. The experimental measurements 

are shown in Table VI and compared with the' theory on 

fig=e 21, where the Reynolds numbers are based on sonic 

flow conditions at 4,000%. The agreement between the 

theoretical curve and the measurements is excellent at 

high power. At the highest powers the meas=ements fall 

slightly belOl'7 the theory, although· the results at different 

c=rents and pressures collapse to a single c=ve. Some 

deviation is to be expected, since in fu.is region the 

theoretical curve involves an extrapolation of gas properties 

from 30,000% to 50,000%. 

L-__________ -'---________________________ _ 
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At low powers the experimmtal results of King 27 

at 1 and 10 atmospheres pressure no longer collapse to a 

single curve, and they both lie above the theoretical 

curve. As shown in Chapter 5, departure from thermal 

equilibrium due to electric fields and radial temperature 

gradients is to be expected in this .region. 

'. 
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8. SHOCK TUBE EXP:E1UMmTS 

In order to test the theoretical model of the constant 

pressure arc a number of exper:i.Jrents have been carried out in 

this type of flow. The experiments were performed in a low 

Mach number shock tube with an axial arc held in the steady 

subsonic flow behind the initial shockwave. 

The shock tube was found to be particularly suitable for 

this type of work, enabling the flow pressure and velocity to 

be varied independently. With subsonic flow behind the shock

wave, several milliseconds of steady flow were available f~r 

testing. Since the time constant of such gas blast arcs was 

known to be of the order of 100 microseconds, it was considered 

that the arc would reach steady state conditions within the flow 

time. By using a capacitor bank as a power source, the arc 

duration could be limited to the steady flow time. The short 

duration of the arc then made it possible to use small diameter 

electrodes without excessive erosion. 

8.1. The shocY-.~: 

The tube was 3 inches in diameter with a 10 ft driver 

section, a working section 10 ft from the diaphragm, and further 

10 ft to delay the reflected shockwave. A double diaphragm 

system enabled the initial pressures to be accurately set, and 

the tube fired when required by releasing the pressure in a small 

space between the diaphragms. The layout of the shock tube and 

a block diagram of the associated electronics is shown in figure 24. 

Shockwave speeds were measured by a pair of piezo-electric 

pressure gauges spaced 12 inches apart just before the working 
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section. After sui table amplification the output from 

these fired high speed trigger circuits which in turn 

operated a microsecond timer-counter. The signal from 

the first trigger circuit was also used to fire the arc 

initiation system after a suitable delay had been introduced. 

The accuracy of setting of the gauges in the mountings was 

t 0.05 inches giving t. 0.4% error in the separation of 12 

inches. 

The gauge faces were 0.1 inches in diameter giving a 

shock transit time of 5 psecs for a shock Mach number of 1.4. 

Typical gauge ou,tputs reached full pressure in 5 to 7 psecs 

at this Mach number and the trigger amplifiers fired within 

1 psec of the pressure traces starting to rise. 

The working section was fitted with four 1! x! inch 

Perspex windows and electrode bushings to isolate the tube" 

from the electrical ~stem. The electrodes~were supported 

on aerofoil shaped struts, the downstream one being adjustable 

to a number of positions. 

Power for the arc was provided by a pair of 5 kV capacitor 

banks, totalling 20 JiF. These consisted of an oscillatory 

circuit and a resistance-capacitance circuit, connected in 

parallel to give about 2 milliseconds of D.e. current, followed 

by a sinusoidal decay to zero. With the maximum charging voltage 

of 5 kV this gave 48 amps for 2 milliseconds falling to zero after 

5 milliseconds. ". 

In the early stages of the work, described in reference 59, 

a plasma gun was used to initiate the arc. It was later found 

that with arc lengths greater than 4 ems excessive energy was 



required to breakdown the electrode gap, causing large 

flow disturbances. The plasma gun was replaced by a 

fuse wire initiation system in which a spark gap was 

inserted between the H.T. electrode and the capacitor 

bank. A high vol tage pulse, timed from the first shock 

speed measuring station, triggered the spark gap, blowing 

a fuse wire bridging the electrode gap. This system had 

the added advantage that the capacitor bank voltage was 

not applied to the measuring system until the instant the 

arc was struck. This enabled a low value resistance 

voltage divider to be used for measuring arc voltage. 

The divider used for the measurement was 100:1 ratio with 

100 ohms in the lower end. The combined capacitance of 

the coaxial cable and oscilloscope amplifier was about 

250 ppf. The response of this system was measured by 

replacing the electrode system with a vacuum switch. The 

vcl tage signal was recorded as the switch closed and was 

observed to fall from 5 kV to almost zero in about 20 psecs. 

This was considered an adequate response time for the 

measurement of the main arcing vol tages v.hich were of the 

order of 100 volts. 

The arc current was measured with a low inductance 

0.05 ohm shunt of folded element construction having a 

frequency response up to 10 MC/s. The downstream electrode 

was used as a colIlIDOn earth point for the system, and all mains 

supplies isolated from earth. '. The electrical circuit is shown 

in detail in figure 25 and the performance specifications of 
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8.2. Performance of the shock tube: 

The theory of the simple shock tube is well known, 

see for example reference 60, and only a brief description 

will be given here. The conditions behind a shockwave 

advancing into still gas are uniquely determined by the 

velocity of the wave front, and the conditions ahead of 

the wave. Across the shock wave there are step changes 

in velocity, pressure, and temperature. Following behind 

the shockwave is a second interface known as the contact 

surface, which represents the original position of the 

diaphragm. The pressure and velocity are continuous across 

thc contact surface but there is a drop in temperature to 

below the initial condition. This is because the gas 

behind the contact surface has expanded from room temperature 

in the high pressure section. If a different gas is used in 

the high pressure section, there is a change in gas at the 

contact surface. The operation of the shock tube for ideal 

flow conditions is shown as a wave diagram in figure 26,. which 

also shows the distribution of the flow parameters at a particular 

instant in time. In practice, the operation is complicated by 

viscous effects, which cause a boundary layer to build up on the 

tube walls behind the moving shock. This alOltS down the 

advancing shockwave, at the same time speeding up the contact 

surface until, if the tube is long enough they reach the same 

velocity. 

maximum. 

Under these conditions the running time reaches a 

Mirels 61,62 has studied this effect for the two cases of 

laminar and turllulent boundary layer flow. He shows that the 

contact surface speeds up in order to make good the mass flow 

deficit caused by the stationary boundary layer. 
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The running time between the arrival of the shockwave 

and the contact surface was measured with a thin film heat 

transfer gauge mOtmted along the stagnation line of a probe 

on the tube centre line. These measurements are shown in 

figure 27 together with calculations based on the ideal theory, 

and Mirels 62 turbulent bOlmdary layer theory. Although the 

latter is not strictly valid at low shock Mach numbers, it 

gives a gpod estimate of the running time. Mirels's figures 

indicate that for Ms' = 2 the boundary layer has grown to about 

one third. of the tube diameter by the end of the running time, 

whilst forMs = 1.3 it is only about one tenth of the diameter. 

Thus for shock Mach numbers approaching 2 the flow behind the 

shock will tend to be non-uniform. 

Once the shock Mach number is known, conditions behind. the 

wave can be calculated from the Rankine - Hugoniot relations. 

The changes in flow across the shockwave are shown as a ftmction 

of shock Mach number in figure 28. By selecting suitable values 

of initial pressure and shock speed, the flow velocity can be 

varied whilst keeping the pressure constant. This introduces a 

different freestream temperature for each velocity. The theory 

indicates that the arc voltages should be almost independent of 

the freestream temperature and this temperature change provides 

an additional parameter against which to check the theory. 

8.3. High speed photography: 

High speed photography proved·.to be a most valuable tool 

and two types of camera were used as an aid to understanding arc 

behaviour. Direct photography with a "Fastax" high speed cine 

camera enabled the whole current cycle to be photographed up to 

the rate of 16,000 picture~sec. 
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The second camera used was an 'Imacon' image converter 

camera giving either 105 or 106 picture<v second. A m.miber 

of separate pictures appear on the same film, the images being 

successively displaced to avoid overlapping. A t.YPical film 

taken at 105 picture <V second is shown in figure 17 where the 

arc is arranged diagonally in order to make maximum use of the 

screen area. By this means up to 18 individual pictures can 

be obtained. 

The voltage wave fcrms used to switch the electron beam 

are derived from oscillato~y capacitor discharges. These Wave-

fonns decay with time, causing the exposure of successive frames 

to increase. This decay also causes the pictures to overlap 

towards the end of the film. A slight fault developed with 

this camera and the image movement compensation was not correct, 

making alternate pictures blurred on some of the films. 

8.4. Method of obtaining arc voltage distributions: 

Due to the small diameter of the arcs investigated and their 

sensitivity to flow disturbances, it was not possible to use probes 

to measure the voltage distribution of a single arc. This had to 

be deduced from total voltage measurements on a succession of arcs 

of different lengths. As pcinted out by King 9, care must be 

exercised in interpreting these as the voltage distribution of a 

single arc. If the arc has extensive non-unifonn regions at both 

anode and cathode, the successive arc voltages do not give the 

corre~t voltage distribution for short arc lengths. If, however, 

one of the non-uni'ronn regions is small compared with the arc 

length the resulting distribution is close to that of a single arc. 
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Photographs of the arc in the shock tube, figure 35, showed that 

there was no visible contraction of the arc at the downstream 

electrode. The measurements of a number of arcs of different 

lengths were thus taken to represent the voltage distribution 

of a single arc. 

The theory of Chapter 6· shows. that the col= of the constant 

pressure axial flow arc is not uniform, but grows slowly in a 

downstream direction. This increase in diameter is accompanied 

by a fall in voltage gradient. The theoreticsl curve of figure 21 

suggests that over a small power range, the Voltage gradient 

distribution can be represented by a simple power law. To obtain 

the voltage gradient distribution, a logarithmic )?lot was made of 

the arc col= voltages against arc length. These were found to 

approxiJr.ate to power law relationships, and the voltage gradient 

distributions were then obtained by differentiation. A value of 

20 volts was taken as the combined anode and cathode voltage drops 

and subtracted from the total arc voltage to obtain column voltage. 

This was the value obtained with almost zero arc gap and agrees 

with the earlier measurements of reference 59. In most cases the 

electrode drops were only a small proportion of the total column 

voltage. For the majority of the tests the upstream electrode 

was the cathode, as this gave the steadiest arc voltage records 

and least electrode erosion. 

8.5. Attainment of steady state arcing conditions: 

In view of the relatively shorj; duration of the D.C. current 

pulse it was necessary to test whether the arc reached a steady 

state within the available arcing time. Since convection plays 

a significant part in the energy balance, the time to reach steady 

state conditions was expected to be of the order of the flow time 
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over the arc length. The flow speed varied between 104 and 

3 x 104 cnVsec, which with arc lengths between 0.5 and 5 ems, 

gave transit times of between 16 and 500 psecs. The arc was 

considered to be representative of the steady state when the 

arc vel tage-clllTent characteri,stics were independent of peak 

current for a particular set cf conditions. 

Tests were carried out at two different frequencies, one 

giving 1 msec of D.C. current and the other 2 msec of D.C. 

current. Voltage-Current Characteristics were measured for 

different peak currents for both circuits. Figure 29 shows 

the vcltage-ClllTent characteristics of a 3.5 cm long arc at a 

flow speed of 9 x 103 ems/sec and 2 atmospheres pressure, 

It can be seen that for the higher frequency circuit there is 

a marked dependence of the characteristics on peak arc current. 

For the 10lVer frequency circuit the voltage-current cr.aracteristics 

for two values of peak current are similar. The higher frequency 

measurements were carried out for ai.r, whilst the lower frequency 

tests were done in nitrogen. The low dissocia tion temperature 

of oxygen, and the subsequent retention of the narrow core dO\'ll1 

to low currents gives the arc core a faster time constant in air 

than in pure nitrogen. 

The lower frequency circuit was considered adequate for the 

main investigation in nitrogen. At eaCh flow condition, tests 

were carried out with 50 and 20 amps peak current. The CIllT6nt 

at which the voltage-current characteristics of the two peak 

currents differed appreciably was taken to be the lowest value 

for which the arc could be considered as steady state. 
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8.6. The effect of electrode desien on arc behaviour: 

The main problems encountered in this work were those 

of providing stable flQ'l{ conditions in the arc, and finding a 

satisfactory dQ'l{nstream electrode design. As shown in reference 

59, the downstream arc root tends to be blown along the downstream 

electrode by the ga~ flQ'l{, and then short across to the electrode 

tip. This gives the arcing voltage a series of sawtoothed 

irregularities and makes voltage gradient measurement difficult 

since the exact arc length is not known. 

The shape shown in figure 30 was developed to overcome 

this arc shorting problem. The electrode itself is a s.treamlined 

aerofoil in the form of a swept forward wing made from pure 

tungsten. The inward flQ'l{ along the wing surface keeps the arc 

in the centre, and the double current feed cinimises the magnetic 

forces. The wing section is reduced in thickness at the centre 

to cause as little flOl'T disturbance as possible. This system 

eliminated the arc shorting problem, providing that the upstream 

region of the arc was stable. 

The design of the upstream electrode also proved to be of 

great importance in obtaining reliable results. In order to 

record the true effect of changes in gas flOl'T on the arc, the 

Upstream electrode should be small compared with the arc diameter, 

so that the arc is not. running within the electrode wake. 

:Because of the small diameter of the arc, this is difficult to 

achieve in practice, since too small an electrode results in 

burning which introduces disturbances into the arc. 

To detennine the effect of the electrode wake on the aro, 

three upstream electrode designs were tested and these are shown 
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in figure 30. The voltage distributions obtained with system 

number 1 are shown in figure 31 and contrary to the theoretical 

model are almost linear, as were those of the initial e:xperiments 

of reference 59 obtained with 0.32 cm diameter electrodes. The 

results with the second electrode system are shown on figure 32 

where the voltage gradient can be seen to decrease along the length 

of the arc. The third electrode, number 3, was even further reduced 

in size, but due to its fragile nature only a limited number of tests 

were performed. These are also shown on figure 32 for 4.8 cm and 

0.8 cm arc lengths, and there is no significant difference from the 

results obtained with electrode number 2. The measurerrents at 0.8 cm 

arc length shcm-ed occasional disturbances, probably caused by bursts 

of electrode material, as this showed signs of melting. These 

comparisons suggested that the second electrode system was small 

enough for the arc. to be free of wake effects, except at low currents, 

and was used for the main test programne. 

The effect of the wake on the arc voltage distribution can be 

explained as follows. Within the wake, and particularly clcse to .the 

electrode, the flO\. velocity is less than the freestream velocity, 

returning to this value further downstream. If the arc lies within 

this region it will experience an accelerating flow and the downstream 

portions of the arc will experience more convection than t.1-te upstream 

region. This tends to raise the voltage gradient of the downstream 

region, giving an almost linear voltage distribution. 

Having eliminated the major wake . effects, it was found -that the 

arc was subject to instability unless great care was exercised in 

shaping the upstream electrode itself. For the range of flow 

conditions investigated, the Reynolds number of the upstream electrode 
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length varied between 2.5 x 105 and 106• This is the critical 

Reynolds number range for transition f:rom laminar to turbulent flow 

over the length of the elect:rode! This flow stability problem is 

illustrated in figure 33 which shows two electrode tips, one of 

which (a), produced violent instability with certain flow conditions, 

Whilst the other, (b) gave a stable arc. It can be seen that the 

latter has eroded evenly, leaving a snall conical tip on the electrode. 

FigUre 34 shows image converter photographs of arc instability 

with electrode (a) for two flow conditions. The lower Reynolds 

number condition shows a compJex disturbance and break up of the arc. 

This probably originates from an unstable flow separation from the 

rear of -the electrode. At the higher Reynolds number the arc has 

taken on a turbulent appearance. The measured arc voltage with this 

turbulent condition was little different than with a stable arc, 

except that it was not so steady. Figure 35 shows sections from a 

"Fastax" cine' film taken with electrode (b). The arc remains ~uite 

steady over the first 1.5 cms of length with a slight snaking action 

over the rear half. The conical shape of the downstream end is 

caused by the hot gas blowing over the downstream electrode and is 

not part of the arc proper. 

It was also found that the timing of the arc initiation with 

respect to the shockwave influenced arc stability. If the arc was 

initiated too soon before the shock arrived, the arc tended. to bow 

sideways and with the longer arc lengths it was several hundred 

microseconds before the voltage settled down to a steady value. 

Satisfactory results were obtained when the spark gap was initiated 

about 100 microseconds before the arrival of the shockwave. An 

oscilloscope record. of the arc voltage during the initiation period 

is shown in figure 36, together with image converter camera pictures 
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of the fuse blowing. Initially, the wire resistance increases 

slowly due to heating, followed by a rapid rise in voltage as the 

wire melts and after about 100 microseconds the arc. forms. 

This arc is initially small in diameter, and it expands to 

a steady diameter in the flow. The shockwave was timed to reach 

the upstream end of the arc just after the peak in the voltage trace. 

The onset of the shockwave makes little change on the voltage record 

in the early stages of arc development where the voltage is already 

high. This contrasts with the sudden rise in arc voltage if the 

aro is allowed to become fully developed before the shookwave reaohes 

it. This was the oase in the work with ibe plasma gun initiation 

. system, where the aro burnt for some time in the still gas 59. 

Due to the short duration cif the arc, the eleotrodes do not 

reach a steady temperature during the test and this oan influenoe 

the oathode mechanism. Thoriated tungsten was used as the upstream 

electrode in order to reduoe the temperature required for thermal 

emission. For certain tests with 20 amps peak current a sudden 

drop of about 8 volts occurred during ibe D.C.arcing period. This 

drop is possibly due to a change from a field type oathode mechanism 

to a thermal emission mechanism as the electrode heats up. A voltage 

reoord showing ibis effeot is shown in figure 37. The voltage change 

is only signifioant for short am lengths and only ooourred in a few 

cases. 

A similar inorease of about 8 volts was found when the polarity 

was reversed. The cathode then becomes the downstream eleotrode, and 

the arc root was continually swept over the surfaoe whioh remained 

relatively 0001. 
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8.7. The effect of flow conditions on arc voltage distribution: 

Having obtained a satisfactory electrode system, and established 

that the arc was reasonably free of wake effects, the arc voltage 

distribution was determined for a number of flow conditions. By a 

suitable choice of initial conditions, shock Mach numbers were selectea 

such that tile absolute pressure behind the shockwave remained at 2 

atmospheres, whilst the flow velocity was varied. This value of 

pressure was chosen because the corresponding pressure differences 

gave reliable operation of the double diaphragm system over the 

required Mach number range. These conditions and the resulting flow, 

are shown in Table VIII. It was felt that the gas properties would 

be sufficiently close to those at 1" atmosphere for tile theoretical 

calculations to be valid. For comparison a set of results was taken 

at one atmosphere pressure with a velocity such that the arc Reynolds 

number was the same as for one of the 2 atmosphere conditions. 

The arc current and voltage were measured for 7 arc lengths 

between 0.5 and 6 ems at each flow conditicn. For lengths up to 2 cm, 

two tests were taken at each setting and three or more tests repeated 

for tile longer lengths. The majority of tests were done with about 

50 amps peak current with a fewer number of arc lengths repeated at 

20 amps peak. This was found to be tile lowest =ent at which 

satisfactory fuse blowing was obtained with arc lengths greater tilan 

2 ems. 

Typical current and voltage records are shown in figure 38 and 

it can be seen that the arcing voltages are reasonably free of 

disturbances. The slight downWard deflection in the centre of the 

voltage trace is due to a weak shockwave reflected from a join at the 

downstream end of t.he working section. 



With the particular circuit used for the arc power supply, 

the R - C element which supplies rurrent in the early part of the 

cycle, acts as a shunt capacitance across the arc at current zero. 

This slows down the voltage recovery transient after current zero 

and prevents the series spark gap re-igniting and the electrode 

then falls rapidly to earth potential. The oscilloscope is 

triggered before the arc is struck and the reccrds show zero levels 

immediately before and after the test, providing a check on any 

drift in the oscilloscope zeros. 

Having obtained a set of records, cu=ent and voltages were 

measured throughout the current cycle. In this analysis, the 

minimum points of the small variations in arcing voltage were taken, 

it being assumed that this corresponded to the'minimum arc length 

between the electrodes. Voltage - current characteristics were 

then plotted for each arc length, and a smooth curve drawn, again 

through the minimum region of the points, figures 39 to 1;.1. This 

date was considered satisfactory as long as tile points from the 50 

and 20 amps peak current coincided. For the highest shock Maoh 

number of 1.8 the useful data were limited to the D.e. period of 

current by arrival of the contact surface. 

The arc column voltage - length distributions. are shown as 

logarithmic plots in figures 1;.2 to 1;.5. These can be approximated 

by si.nlple power law distributions of the form 

"'t 
V = Q .. :Ie 

The voltage gradient distribution can',be obtained by differentiation 

to give 
1tI1 .... I 

E = Q~ tI'I~ 'X 

The values of q:a. and m .. obtained in this manner are shown in Table IX. 
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The values of the index m.. fO\IDd in these experiments are 

less than 1, indicating that the voltage gradient decreases with 

increasing arc length, as predicted by the theory. This is 

confirmed by the photographs of the arc shown in figure 35, where 

at low currents the luminosity can be seen to decrease along the 

ler.gth of the arc. At the higher current the photographs are 

over exposed and the effect is not SO clear. In general it was 

fO\IDd that the value of the index decreased with increasing arc 

power as predicted by the theory. Figure 46 shows. ml. as a 

flIDction of power gradient. 

The results have finally been reduced to non-dimensional 

form and are compared with the theoretical curve in figure 47. 

The agreement with the theory can be considered to be satisfactory, 

the results collapsing with a marimum scatter of!. 1C% with most 

of the points within !. 5'/0. 

The variation of power gradient with current, velocity, and 

arc length are all consistent with the theoretical model, the 

rates of change of power input with these parameters increasing as 

the overall pOwer gradient increases. For all the flow conditions 

the points for the max:!.mum current lie slightly above the others. 

This may be an electrode effect, the lower current arcs lying within 

the wake and being slightly sheltered from the main flow. Likewise, 

the voltage gradients increase slightly more rapidly with velocity 

than predicted, again possibly due to a narrowing of the wake as the 

flow velocity increases. 

These last two features are displayed to a somewhat greater 

degree by the results obtained by Rowe
28 

from a similar shock tube 

experiment. His experiments were carried out at 1· atmosphere pressure, 

but with larger electrodes (0.32 to 0.16 ems dia.) and consequently the 
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arc is influenced to a greater extent by the electrode wake. The 

voltage distributions were linear, as were the results of figure 31 

with similar sized electrodes. Figure 32 compares these results 

(electrode No.1) with those of the final electrode system, and it 

can be seen that the mean voltage gradient of the arc with the larger 

electrode is the same as the wake free results at about 2 ems arc length. 

In figure 48, Rowe's results (Table X) have been reduced to 

non-dimensional form using a characteristic arc length of 2 ems. The 

collapse of the data is not so good as the present results, but still 

lies close to the theoretical characteristic. As noted earlier, the 

discrepancies here are similar to those in the present experiments, but 

more pron01mced. 

The high voltage gradients of arcs in forced convection have 

often been attributed to turbulent heat transfer. Frind30 has carried 

out measurements on arcs confined in long tubes under conditions of 

both laminar and turbulent flow. It was found that the arcs in 

turbulent flow had voltage gradients about five times greater than 

those in laminar. However, in order to achieve turbulent flOW", the 

mass flow had to be increased by a factor of 70. As has been shown 

in the present work, high mass flow rates in themselves lead to increased 

voltage gradients. 

In the shock tube, either laminar or turbulent flow arcs ·could 

be obtained under the same freestream condition by slight changes in 

electrode design. The photographs in figure 34- show an arc in turbulent 

flOlV generated by the upstream electrode wake. The voltages of these 

arcs did not differ appreciably from those of laminar flow arcs under the 

same freestream conditions. The theoretical analysis shows that the 

voltage gradient arises mainly from the increasing energy flux through 
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the growing electrically conducting column, and not from large 
. 

conduction losses across its boundary. If the components of 

velocity introduced by the turbulence are small, compared with 

the freestream. the mean overall energy balance will be unchanged. 



9. (x)NCLUSIONS 

(1) A study of existing theories of cylindrical nitrogen 

arc columns shows that there is a close similarity between 

the radii of arcs with different forms of radial heat loss. 

This includes those with an appreciable proportion of 

radiation loss and with radial convection losses. This 

similarity takes the form of an almost unique relationship 

between the arc power gradient El, and the radius character

istic EJlo. This relationship can be calculated from the 

simple Elenbaas~eller equation containing radial conduction 

as the only form of heat loss. This enables the racius of 

an arc to be expressed in terms of voltage gradient and 

current alone, without considering in detail the energy 

exchange mechanisms within the electrically conducting column. 

(2) A simplified theoretical model of the steady state a;ial 

flow aro has been developed which shows that each particul.ar 

flow geometry can be represented by a unique non-dimensional 

arc characteristic. The model is based on an integral form 

of the flow. equations and the flow is . considered to be laminar 

throughout. The arc is divided into two regions, 'the electrically 

conducting core and an outer thermal layer. The latter is 

represented by a simple power law distribution of gas properties, 

and by matching certain of the boundary conditions the energy 

content of the layer is related to the local power gra'!ient. 

Using the arc radius characteristic described in (1), the radius 

of the electrically conducting core can be expressed in terms of 

voltage gradient and current alone and the overall energy 

balance reduces to a simple first order differential equation. 
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It is shown that this method of solution is insensitive 

to the actual shape of the temperature profiles. This is 

important where the outer layer is concerned as the snape of 

the profile has to be selected in an arbitrary mamler. The 

solution gives the dependent Nusselt number of the arc, defined 

as: 
·EI 

N= 
HT (!HJ..-J..) 

as a unique function of the non-dimensional group • 

r: u. I 
• 

The reference conditions, denoted by the subscript 0 are taken 

at 4,000oK which is selected as the boundary of the electrically 

conducting arc column. 

Theoretical .solutions are presented in figure 21 for two 

special cases of the nitrogen flow aro; constant pressure, 

uniform velocity flow, and flow with a linearly increasing 

pressure gradient along the axis. The latter is of particular 

interest to the circuit breaker designer as it represents an aro 

in a nozzle flow closely approaching thos~ used in practice. 

Using the curves of figure 21, the voltage gradient of a nitrogen 

arc in either of these flow situations can be calculated for given 

values of arc current and length, gas velocity and density. 

In general it is found that the solutions are dominated by 

the electrically conducting region. In the case of the constant 

pressure flow arc, the velocity remains constant across the arc 

area and the required increase in energy flux is obtained by an 

increase in arc core diameter, 
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For the particular nozzle flow shown, ~ is constant, 
:>c 

the arc diameter remains unchanged, and the increase in energy 

flux arises from the increase of flow velocity with arc length. 

The pressure gradient causes the flow velocity of the heated 

gas to increase above the freestream value, giving an increase 

in energy flux compared wi th the constant pressure flow case. 

Since the energy gradients are accounted for by the region 

above 4,000%, it follows that little of the arc energy losses 

can penetrate beyond, this temperature, and therefore convection 

must assume a dominant role in the outer parts of the electrically 

conducting core. The heat is thus carried back into the interior 

of the arc and is finally carried wmy in an axial direction. 

The importance of the radius characteristic described earlier 

lies in the fact that When convection is important within the 

electrically conducting core, its radius can still be expressed 

in tenns of arc VOltage gradient and =ent alone. 

The theoretically calculated arc characteristics show good 

agreement with measured arc Voltage gradients and account for 

the known features of arcs in axial flow. The high energy losses 

of arcs in nozzle flow can thus be accounted for entirely on the 

- basis of laminar flow processes! and it is not necessary to' introduce 

the concept of turbulence to explain them. 

Over limited power ranges, the solutions can be represented 

by simple power laws whose indices vary from 0.6 for the nozzle 

- arc,down to 0.2 for the low power constant pressure flow arc. 

In the high power range the theoretical solutions confirm the 

generally accepted rules that the voltage gradient is independent 

of current, and increases a:pproxiinately as the square root of the 
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pressure. The solutions also show that as long as the 

thermal energy of the main flow is small compared with 

that of the electrically conducting arc column, the arc 

voltage gradient is independent of the temperature of the 

inain flow. 

Using a shock tube, the constant pressure d.c. axial 

flow arc has been investigated experi=ntally between 400 and 

2,000 WattlV'cm. Voltage distributions along the arc axis were 

obtained for the following flow conditions:-

flow velocity 
cm/sec 

9 x 103 

2 x 104 

3 x 104 

2 x 104 

static pressure 
atmos. 

2 

2 

2 

1 

The measured arc' characteristics showed good agreement with the 

theoretical solution, although great care was necessary to' 

minimise the effect of the upstream electrocie wake. 

The linear pressure gradient solution has been compared 

with published measurements up to 4.5 x 105 Watts/cm, and good , 

agreement obtained for powers above 5 x 103 WattlV'cm. Below 

this level the published measurements of King 27 at 1 and 10 

atmospheres pressure no longer collapse to a single curve, 

aJ. though the 1 atmosphere results follow the theory down to 

2 x 103 Watts/cm. Estimations of the requirements for thermal 

equilibrium suggest that these may be violated with the high 

electric fields and small diameters of low current nozzle arcs.' 
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The shock tube has proved an excellent tool for 

the investigation of electric arcs in constant pressure 

axial flow. With suitable electrode design, stable 

laminar flow arcs with velocities up to 3 x 104 cm/sec 

at 2 atmospheres pressure can be obtained, whose arc 

voltages are reproducible to ! ~. By slight changes 

in electrode design either laminar or turbulent flow 

can be produced within the arc for the same freestream 

conditions. The arc vel tages recorded under turbulent 

flow conditions were· silIlilar to those with laminar flew, 

except for a greater scatter in the results. The limits 

for laminar arc flow appear to be set by the design and 

Reynolds number of the upstream electrode rather than 

the arc itself. 
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10. Suggestions for Further Work 

The ease with which the flow conditions can be controlled 

and the repeatability of the arc voltage measurements suggest 

that the shock tube would be an ideal tool for the investigation 

of the dynamic arc near CUITent zero. It was shown in section 

8.5 that with sui table combinations of cUITent cycle time and gas 

flow, the arc voltage deviated from the doc. characteristic, 

reproducing voltage records similar in shape to those of a gas 

blast circuit breaker approaching failure conditions. The point 

in time at which this deviation OCCUITed depended strongly on the 

flow transit time along the arc. An investigation into the 

separate effects of velocity and pressure on the behaviour of the 

dynamic arc would be of great interest, as unlike the steady state 

arc, their effects are expected to differ considerably. 

The success of the theoretical model in predicting the 

d.c. arc characteristics suggests its extension to the dynamic 

arc case. At low cUITents it was found that the outer thermal 

layer plays an increasingly important part in the energy balance. 

This is expected to play a significant part in the energy balance 

of the dynamic arc as the current approaches zero. In the present 

theory the extent and shape of the temperature profile of the outer 

layer is not well predicted and some experimmtal evidence would 

provide a useful guide. 

28 Rowe has used a pulsed ruby laser to obtain shadowgraphs 

of an axial flow arc in which the self luminosity of the arc was 

removed by filters. Although the general quality of the pictures 

was poor, they indicated the extent of the hot flow. With an 
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improvement in the optical technique much inf'ormation about 

the flow CXluld be obtained in this way. 

It is a simple matter to change the working gas in the 

shocktube, and as this isconf'ined to the low pressure section, 

relatively small quantities are consumed on each test. The 

steady state arc theory conf'inns that the voltage gradient of 

an arc in argon is considerably lower than that in nitrogen 

and some add! tional tests in argon would provide a useful 

check on the accuracy of' the theory. 
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APPENDIX I 

Con:puter pror;ramme for the solution of the fully developed arc column 

Yos33 presents a computer programme for integrating the cylindrical arc 

column, including the transparent radiation term. 

The energy equation 

.!... J. /JI, _LH) + cs' /' - p _ 0 
J\ .tl ! -. .,(J1 -

is integrated to give: 
JI ... 

, id'>. ,b, -, i p -" J." o 

'l:his equation is solved by dividing the arc into a nuniber of annular 

elements of equal temperature difference. The elemental increments 

of electrical input, radiation, and conduction are defined as follOl'ls:-

• 
dF = lTT6" E../!' AA ... , .. 
d.G ,= J. rr '?;;. JI'" r;& 

dQ = :LTr d [.n~ ).~ (~ t] 
,th 

,where the subscript";' denotes the...t element. 

quantities then become, 

T= rH 

FN = I HT c>' f '.11 .In 

Tilt Tc 

TerN 

~' = -L'J. rr 'P"" tin 

"'·'Tc 
., .. TN 

~l = rTTJ[~~1:] 
TDTC 

Equation A1.1 can 'lhen be written as, 

= 

The integrated 
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The notation used in the programne differs in parts from the 

rest of the thesis and a separate list is given before the 

programme. 

The programne computes the increment in radius, 

required to give a fixed temperature change AT. The gas 

properties are calculated at the midpoint of the temperature 

difference, "li .... The radial increment is given by, 

t:..n" _ UT.DU,lt.· AT 

where the subscript..u denotes quantities evaluated at the 

midpoint temperature, Ti." • For small values of A.1t,.. 

:1. 1T .J'/,;; .-I..i~' Ll T 
O'S[FI< - 6" .. F"_I -CH_I] 

As a first approximation 

where CJ.J1 = 
1ST'. 

t 

f 
N..,1 .,. l.7Ttf..i.A £ /I,;.;' Ll..ll"r. 

tJ.T 
FN-I - ,,,_, 

The programme calculates the increrrent 'Ht" and compares 

it with the estimated value Ll"'U7. • The initial estimated value 

is then replaced by the new value .1 J1" and the process repeated 

until the required accuracy is attained. This is expressed by 

the condition 

-' > Po TOL 

where p., To L. is the synibol for the required tolerance. 
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Having found the radius increment the following quantities 

are calculated:-

u... sonic, llj{ 

u..w" sonic, ~ 

u... = 1, 

u;.. = 1, 

In order to use the programne in its modified fonn for the 

calculation of the convection modified profiles of Appendix III, 

an additional input constant is :required. This is the convection 

ccnstant, C.= ~ ~ .no 
is replaced by the tenn: 

This becomes: 

, and using this, the radiation tenn 

t· L~ MH - H,,] 
l u ...... t. 

and is calculated once the increment in radius has been found. 
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SOLUTION OF FULLY DEVELOPED LA1ID1AR ARC COLUMN 

A. IDENTIFICATION 

. Computer 

Program No. 

Title 

I 

. • 

:KIlF 9 

RBB411,,0 

Electric Arc 

B. G:rnERAL DESCRIPITON 

Purpose 

nlPUT : 

From a table of gas constants, voltage and 

'. central temperature the conditions at each 

temperature step are calculated lmtil the . 

wall temperature is reached. 

(a) Gas constant table. 

n; number of rows in table • 

Temperature '" ..J.. ., . p • « 1-1. 
""oJ _/u. w/"" ,,,/C" '" I 1 ... "", 

". 'K H. ",. 
T1 .I, J., 1', {', LA, J., 

T2 . 

Tn J .. J,. 
M 

1'~ p~ UA .L 

(b) T; number of central temperatures 

E; number of voltage gradients 

E1; E2; E
3

; ....... ~; 

deltat; temperature step. 

TW; wall temperature 

unmark; =1 if u is constant 1; 

cony; 

=/J if u is taken from tables; 

=2 if both methods wanted; 

=1 if 

=/J no 

conversion aPPlied;] Replaces radiation 

conversion applied; by convection 



• 

IDOL; 

FGTOL; 

tolerance on radii calculations 

tolerance on F - G 

Marker; =1; if printing required a teach 

step, othe:rwise~; -1; End data 

marker. If more data is to be 

input (a & b) delete -1 on all 

sets except last. 
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\ 

WALL TEMPERATURE 

GmTRE TEMPmATURE T 1 

VOLTAGE: GRADIENT E 

T Radius Power input 
deg K R 

cm 
F 

Watt&"cm 

Ti Ri F1 

Ti - T 

Ti - 2 T 

• 

• 
• 

TL 

where TL is such. that TL - T ~ Tw 
• 

OUTPUT 

The output, for each voltage gradient at each temperature 

is produced using OUT-S Stream 30. 

Radiation Enthalpy flow Mass flow Enthalpy flow 
G H M H 

Watt&"cm u sonic, Watts u sonic, f!lr/ sec u = 1 Watts 

Gi Hi Mi Hi 

If printing at each step is not requested,. only the row beginning TL is printed. 

Mass flow 
Lt 

u = 1 f!lr/sec 

Lt1 



· . 

C.· MEl'HOD OF USE 

The program is in KAU;OL and is stored on the 

FOST MAST tape. 

The call tape takes thef'orm 

K 

HBB4140--XPIT ; 

PRmAREA. 38M; 

IN 8. 

OUT L .... 
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IDENTIFIER 

rlol 

tw 

deltat 

rest 

sig 

k 

pr 

pi 

ti 

r 

rcalc 

fgtol 

rho 

u 

h 

rhoe 

ue 

he 

c 

fi 

fr 

nt 

i 

j 

n 

a 

VARIABLES 

T1PE 

real 

real 

real 

real 

real 

real 

real 

real 

real 

real· 

real 

real 

real 

real 

real 

real ~ 
real ~ 
real 

real 

integer 

integer 

integer 

integer 

integer 

integer 

integer 

USE 

Accuracy tolerance in radii 

Wall temperature 

Temperature step 

Estimated step in radius 

Column 2 in gascon arr~ 

Column 3 in gascon array 

Column 4 in gascon ar~ 

= 3.14159 

Temperature at mid point of lam:!nar 

Radius at mid point of lam:!nar 

Calculated step in radius 

Tolerance on f - g 

Column 5 in gascon array 

Column 6 in g ascon array 

Column 7 in gascon array 

Constants used in calculation of enthalpy 

and mass flow 

C t t d ' t' __ • 11... dn. ons an use :ill ga + equa l.on, A ...,., 
J1. ,..,.,. 

Integer output fornat 

Real output format 

Number of rows in gascon array 

Controlled variable in for loops 

Current arr~ position of ta, ra, fa, ga, ha 

and ma 
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IIlmTIFIER 

b 

c 

t 

ne 

d 

itd 

ca: ... v 

ha 

ma 

ta 

f'a 

ra 

ga 

gascon 

tc 

e 

TYPE 

integer 

integer 

integer 

integer 

integer 

:integer 

boolean 

bcolean 

array 

array 

array 

array 

array 

array 

array 

array 

array 

VARIABLES (Cont'd.) 

USE 

Previous array position of' ta, ra, f'a, ga, ha 

andma 

Temporary store for a 

Number of' central temperatures 

Number of' voltage gradients 

Controlled variable in f'or loops 

Loop counter (1-30) 

Print marker. All rows printed if itd = true 

ga + rrarker. Extra added on to ga( a) if' conv = true 

1:2 Present and previous enthalpy values 

1: 2 Present and previous mass flow values 

1:2 Present and previous temperatures 

1: 2 Present and previous joule heating 

1: 2 Present and previOUS radius 

1: 2 Present and previous radient energy loss 

1:nt, 1:7 Array which holds gas constants 

1:t Array f'or holding central temperatures 

1:ne Array for holciing voltage g radieI:\ts 



BLOCK STRUCTURE 

begin library Mf, A6 --.., 

L: 

'procedure intezp 

• Ibegin for a given temperature locates next row in gascon a=ay 
~ --, 

• Calculate proportion of step for intezpreta tion 
I 
'Calculate sig, k, pr, rho, u, h at required temperature 
I 

end mtezp 
r--...l 
,Declare real, integer, boolean and array. , 
'Open read and write streams. Declare output fonnats 

• lDeclare pi 

• lRead nt. , If -ve got to FIDISH 

~begin Declare gascon array. 
~- -1 

IRead gas constants table 
I . 
IRead number of central temperatures 

'begin Declare temperatures array 
L_ --, 

IRead central temperatures 

IRead number of voltage gradients 
I 
!begin Declare voltage array 
'---1 

IRead voltage gradients 

I 
.Read temperature step 

:Read wall temperature and print 

:Read rhoe, ue and he, rtol + fgtol, print option 

'For each voltage a t each temperature 
I 

:~~g~ Print central temperature and voltage gradient 

IDefine array positions a = 1, b = 2 
I . 
ILaminar temperature = central temperature , . 
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I ICalculate temperature at middle & outside of laminar , 
,Procedure intezp 

'Calculate inside laminar radius, joule heating, , . 
,radient energy loss, enthalpy and mass flow. , 
IPrint heading. If' print option 

• Ibegin Print inside temperature, radius, joule, 

L_- 1 heading, radient energy loss, enthalpy & mass , 
-=~...l 



BLOCK S TRUCJrURE (Cont'd.) 

IIf joule heating - energy loss fgtol go to.FAILI 
I 

L4.IReverse array positions a& b (i.e. next laminar) 

I 
Calculate temperature at middle and outside 

I 

IProcedure interp 
I 
IEstimate radius step. Loop count = 0 
I 

L3. 1 Calculate middle radius 

:Cal~ulate ~utside joule heating and energy loss 

IIf difference fgtol go to FAILI 
I 
ICalculate radius step 
I 
IIf real c - rest rtol 

I 
begin rest = rcalc. Loop count + 1 L ___ , 

IIf loop count 30 go to FAIL2 
I 
IGo to L3 , , 

end J r--
ICalculate outside joule heating, energy loss 
I 
I enthalpy and mass flow 

IIf print option or last temperature 
I 
'begin Print temperature, radius, joule . heating L ___ , 

lenergy loss, entlli..1py and mass flow 
I 

end ' ,... __ J 
CJ\LCULATIONS: If temperature - temp step wall temp 

I 
Igo to L4 
I 

PRINT: go to L5 
I 
• FAILI: Print message 
I 

FAIL2: Print message and partial results , 
I 

L5: endJ r-
Igo to L 
I 

enci 
r--J 
lend 

r- J / 
lend 
I 

FINISH close streams 
I 

end' --" ~---------------
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bc:~in 
-~--
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librtLP;; , 

prccodur3 i~1t81"'P C;ascon, ::; is, li:,pr, rho, u, h, t, nt) ; 

r~2:.~ sic,1c,pr, '~,rho,u,h; 

in-C8;:CH' nt; 

array ,sas con; 

b8£.~in :''1221 factor,; 

tor i:=1 3t'~E.. 1 ll_nt"i 1 nt do 

pr :=factcr)~ (~3.scon [i, l~] -sas con [i-1 ,h ] ) +':;3.3 con [i-1 ~ ~~ ] .: 

u: =f'ac 'cor), (:;a:; con [i, G] -gaG con [1- 1 ,S] ) +::;::3 con [ i-1 ,: 1 . 

h:=fQ.c tor)~C;a08cn [i, 7 J-sascon [1-1,7] ) +':;.:l.:ccn [1-1,7 J; 
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r,Jal rtol, -CI,T ... del t:'1 t, res t ... s ie:; ,1: ,pr, 11 1, 

ti, r ... rcalc, r.:tcL ,rho, tt, h, rho...;, U'3, 118, C, \.1.2_~ 

int8;;.zr fi,fr ,n t, i, j ,n, a, b, c ... t, ne ... 1, d, um_:.rl:.~ 

boo loan itd,conv; 

arra~' h:.t,lJa,ha2,lJa2, ts.,fa,ra,iP,[ 1: 2]; 

opcn( 20); open (30); 

fi:=forr:1at( [G3s-dddddddd]) ;fr:=formt( [s-d.ddddlO-nd]): - - - -' 

pi:=3.11~159235G59; 

copy tcxt(20,30, ['j'I]); 

;iritc te:':t(3J,llcll); 

nt:=rcad(20);if n'c<O then Goto 17H'IS;I: 

03Sin ar:':"3.:r sascon[1:n'c,1:7]; 

~or 1:=1 St2D 1 l.J.ntl1 nt uo 
~ 

['01: j:= 1 

gascon[i,j]:=road(2J); 

t ·-~"ad(0'~) . • -J. \,,;(,. __ """" 

'oc.:."'l'n ~rr~v .-..:::..~ a. .....I..} tc[ 1: t]; 

fer i:=1 0t-8:D 1 l1.nJ~il t do -- ~ 

tc[i]:=raad(20); 

n~ ·=~~~d(00)· \.i. _............. c... ) 

begin array o[l:nc]; 

for i:=1 stop 1 until ne do 

er i] :=road(20); 

delta t: =read (20) ; 

t;';:=:road(20) ;;lrite text( 30 ,1"i'lalFtempera turel) ; 

IIrHe (30 ,fr, t-,,!) ; 
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. . ' 

Uf.nr l~: =r o:J.d ( 20 ) ; 

b~Gin conv:=true;C:=rc:J.d(20); 

\·iritc text (30 ,112e 1 Osleonduction'*:md"e~nvee ticnlcll); 

\'Irite text( 30 ,11e Ws leonvecticn"eonst:m'c"=l) ,: 

,lritc(30 ,forna'c(l-d, ddd));!ndl), c); 

end else 

b8,·;in conv:=fQlse~ 

if' 1.'J':'13.1"'1c=2 2.nd cony 'Gh3n 

'o":"l--o{n ~<.,..,~ ~.~ {-_n·,.t(~(~ [re ]'!'=11'u~C'.!.;-ol'" ·"FY',.~.rl; ;·.<:'l11·~ ~_~_ .L •. .1..l.t ..... .......... "''- J'-"_,- _ ~._ v":> _ u..t,,_ ~ _A ...... 

end: --' 
r~cl·=~~~d(0:')·J.~-~cl·=r,aa'(0"\. Loo • _""'_ L..."": ~v _. '-'_" '-VI; 

.for j:= 1 St3D 
~ 

until t do 

fol"' 1:=1 ~ un'cH 11 :-.,:, do ----

'_1~'(~" f- ~~[.]) . . u . .l..V' ..... ..)J, .I. J \I"" J :: 

a:=l ;b:=2; 

i;a [b] :='ce [j]; 

ti:='ca[b]-5;ta[a]:=ta[b]-10; 

interp(gascon,sig,k,pr,rho,u,h,ti,nt); 

:ii' Uf.1arl:= 1 then u:= 1 else if umnrk=2 then 

begin u2:=u;u:=1; 

cnd' --' 
ra [a] :=sqr'G( 1+0>(1:/ (0 [l]I'2'.-<s ic;-pr ) ) : 

fa[a] :=piXra[a]1'2xc (l]';'2x0iS; 

c;a[a] :=piXra[a]T2Xpr; 

ha[a] :=rho)(UXhXr2.[a]-,'2''-<Di: . . . 
L-_______________ ----'n:::,:::l."-'.:( a"'-'.]-,-: =_rho>(u)(r 2 ~~ '1'2)(n • 



• 

if "Lml::tr1;:=2 them 

b8r;in ha2[a] :=rhoxu2Xhxra[6.]'j'2)<~i: 

m3.2 [a] :=rho)(u2)(I":J. [a] ';-2xp i; 

lIrite ta;;:t (30 ,llc50s1( u 'sonic ":frcn~t?b13S) JJ ::ls" 

\Irita ta:ct(3(),.ilc50s1(u'const3.nt'+~1 )1); 

IIrita t8;;:'c(3(),1l2c~l~slr..3.ss1); 

.~ "~~l'h=C) '-'1·~11 'Iri~" '·~-··'·("O [[01~1[,ocoJ)' .=.::.. "-'..1.:1_ .\,; c.~ ~, v~ It,-,,,,>,V ..J '_'- ... L·.-'-'o.J_ ~ 

··I"."-·~ ;'~-"-('O!1 [[n~,-"1"C·'~1'l·1·-"1~n'-11nl-·-r:::'···1-'lc·.·J'· • J.. .,.l.,v ....... v ...... lo.V ..J,-,, ___ v,---;:;,.=....:, , • ...., •. _ \......CI ___ • v. __ ::',1.!:... ..... ..:J_- - "_J; 

•i_l~ ,,~.;.'=':~'1_:-'==~ ;-11°n "'r 4 .' •. -:-. ~-.-.- .. .I-. (~-' r [~-l ~n..t-~,,\~"'I·l ' ..... -r l" ~:- "J ·"'1 "'- -1 ' .. .... u .• _.1. _ ~ ~.~ .t..v,-, 1,...'-' ...... \,.1 .....;...j,_l_{0_ .... v ____ .:.J_ . ....J_J.-v.,_J. 

·,,'y,~· .. v,-~ -; ....... -- .. -(..,'~ rl;"""'~~ _1-1 ..... ·,"' .. :·1)· _ _ ",_ ... V ~~. '_ol.. --.:. ... ~ ..... _:. .... -'-"-.J. _,: 

.,.,,,, •. :-.,... -1--""-(-::., r[-::"lf'lc·'[l~-l'J\)· ... -1.",_ "' ........ v .....) .... ,_' __ "' ....... _- .• _ ""''-'_ 

\lI'i .... ~ te;{t(30,lic3s1(des.k) [7,;] (cn) [5s1 

(Ha tts/ cm)1231C;a tt::;/ cn) 

l!~sl(-.-;atts) ,H'''' (gmS/S3C) 1); 

if urllar1,~2 '-hen "I""i'-~ t~-·'-(?v" [l'LI~l('·'a'·"-c)["cl(,."...,,/onc)l)" •. _0 __ ~ .... _1..11;,,; ....... \.v -" ,_rlo,)_ ,J vU..:; _.J .... _ 61.~0 w-" ..:L: 

1'Irit3 t3;;:'c(30, [[2c1l): - --' 

, ' . ., 



if itd then 

vrita(30 ,fr,ta[u]);write(30,fr,ru[u]); 

write(30,fr,fu[a]);writo(30,fr,sa[a]): 

vrite(30,fr,ha[a]);write(30,fr,ma[a]); 

if ttr,lark=2 then 

beGin "Trite (30 ,fr ,ha2 [a]) ;\Jrite (30 ,fr,r.n2 [a]); 

if fa[a]-.c;e.[a](fgtcl Jchcn soto 7AIL1.~ 

v-I··c·-·· ... -a·-b·b·-c· ... --; .- , .- : 

if 1..1J!lar k= 1 then u:=1 else if 1.1r.13.rk=2 then 

d:=O; 

,.,." [~].-m'[b]+0'''''j)· 'prVrVr6"t· o~ c.:., ·-0;..0. ......... ,.l:~" ....... , .... C> : 
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if conv th~n :;:l[a] :=CX11:l.[b]-CXhxr~J.[b); 

if 1':l[u]-:::;a[a]<fc;tol then goto FAIL1: 

rcalc :=2),p :!),rxl:xdclta t/(o. 5>, (fa [a ]-ca [o.]+1'a [b ]-c;o. [b])): 

if' abs(rco.lc-rest»rtol then 

bJi,inrest:=rculc; 

d:=d+1 :i1' d>30 then o:oto FAIL2: 
'- - --- -

""0'-0 ~ L3.; 

end· --' 
ra[a] :=ra[b]+rcalc; 

ha [a] :=2><p i>erho><u>(hxr8stxr+ha [b J; 

T"lr:l ,,) [" ]._ry..,/ ....... -;'/r'1cv'10'<rXr~""" .l-.+"', ..... ") i~o"J • ~ .. '-.. ,_:.:... .-w,.t."' ........ , 1 '/,1.-'-'" ,<;;;i::>,", .i..:...:1..c' .. ) 

;7' J...f·;-:d c-·~ ~-.~'[~]_Q~·-~l~-:·"1~"':.<-:-·r 7-1,· .... n ... ... ......... _ ~ v_v v .. v. ___ , - --

~ 'L1r~arl:==2 th,~n 

IIri te (30 ,1'r ,h,,2 [a)) ,\Trite (30, 1'r ,ma2 [a J ); 

end· = 

end: 
~ 

write text(30,[[c])): -- . 
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-> 

pnI~jr.2:Goto L5; 

PlIILl :\Irite 'cext(3U,112c1I1-G divor:; 2s1): 

\'Iritc (3() ,fr ,fa [a 1) ;lIri to (30 ,fr, b" [::..] ); ,3cto L' 

FAIL2:-,lrite 'Goxt(30 ,112cli1ADIu,s";;O?'C::C\C::FGI::G 1); 

~::d . --

Hrito(30,fr,ra[t]) .: 

(,'0 ~'O L-' 
~ ) 
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APPENDIX II 

The derivation of the enerGY equation in integral fornl 

The method of solution adopted for the axial flow arc equations 

utilises the equations of motion in integral form. The derivation 

of this form of the equations is given in standard text books 54,55, 

but is presented here for the energy equation, as the same mathematical 

techniques are employed for the arc model of Appendix Ill • 

. The continuity equation, 

+ o 

on integration gives, 
.... 

Ftv' = - .!.--f J 40 d.n . 
.11 J 'X 

" . 

S:fustituting this into the energy equation 

and integrating, gives: 
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J:Jld J" _fi~~r;~kl.:l.n - [.JlJ JJ.]" + Ej:..n.J..n.. A2 .2 
J./1. J.J1 f J x c;. J.J1 

o 0 

o 0 Jl • 
From considerations of symmetry, J.;i = ° at r = 0, and the 

boundary condition of zero heat flow at infinity gives ..l'I JJ. = ° 
JJ1 

at r = CD. .. 
Hence: Cnl~l = 0 

[ q. J.n 0 

Inwgr._ - to= [~[f~~")JnlJ. by parts, 

.. .. 

F~klJ. - [~ 
" 

• 
o • • 



which, with the boundary conditions 

.J. ="'!'c AT Ji = 0 ",HT> j c .1 .. 
becomes I 

Substitutfug this into the energy equation and using Ohm's 

Law in the form: .. 

:HT rld.it k = [I 

equation (A2 .2) reduces to the form: 

HT.:£ Ip: (J.-JA )J1 b = 

r/.4<J' 
• 

where the voltage gradient E is written as dV. 
dx 

This can be integrated to give: .. 'fr"!) .).)J>"" ~ r V 

• 

vmere V is the col= voltage measured from the origin. 

In a similar manner the momentum equation (5.1) can 

be written as: 

co> 

.El:. J I< (U - u .. ).!I d.n ;: - db. 
k ..t.c . . 
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APPENDIX III 

The electrically conducting column of the constant pressure axial 

flow arc, including convection. 

In section 5.1, an order of magnitude estimation showed that 

the convection terms assumed considerable importance within the 

electrically conducting regions of the arc. This is now examined 

in greater detail to determine the effect of conveotion on the 

temperature profiles and energy flows. The arc is represented by 

a model which allows for the displacement effect of heat addition 

at. constant pressure. The streamlines are derived from this 

displacement effect and the local convection heat transfer found. 

The model is approximate, since the convection terms are 

derived from the assumption that the temperature profiles are 

locally similar. The slopes of the isothennals are taken to be 

proportional to the slope of the edge of the conducting region, . 

the slope of this bounding isothermal is then regarded as a known 

quanti ty and becomes part of an overall convection constant. The 

model is similar to the transpiration cooled arc (section 4.3), 

the slope of the bounding isothermal being equivalent to a radial· 

in-flow. 

From the SJlution of the mo=ntum equation" ,,4 .. , and the 

continuity equation, the convection terms in the energy equation 

can be calculated in terms of c1J.. , the slope of the bounding 
~ 

isothermal. 

Taking the energy equation in the form. 

()u iJ. _ f'" ~ = ..L 1 (.)1 ~ JJ.) 
, ~ 'J<. i)Jt J' J.n c;. ,j", 

• 
+6E. 

the derivative J 1 can be written as: 
J'JI:. 
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Assunrlng that J.,. is proportional to b. " the axial 
J4:. J../JC 

convection term can be written: 

The radial convection can be calculated from the continuity 

equation, as in Appendix 11, to give: 
J1 

{JIV = - -' J.n ~ J.n . 
.J1 J:x. 

• 
Since l.( = U.. , this becomes: 

.n 

fIV = - !k. j.71 q J.n . 
..n J-x 

• 
The density gradient 1!. also can be expressed in terms of t; 
to give: 

Substituting this into the continuity equation, the radial 

mass flow becomes: 

~ . AA. 
.11)1. 

Integrating by parts, 

Substituting from equations (A
3

.1) and (A
3

• 2), the energy 

equation now can be written in the form: 

1 

+ 6 f .J'\. 

Convection is represented by the term on the left hand side 

of this equation, and ~ cJ..,.. represents the component of 
." . ...... 

axiai flow per unit area normal to the bounding isothermal. 
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If this quantity is regaroed as a constant, the equation can 

be solved as a function of radius only, and the effect of 

convection on a particular profile studied. 

If this equation is integrated again, it can be put into the 

fom used by Yos 33 fcr the numerical solution of the conduction 

equation with radiation. 

Integrating across the radius equation (A3'3) becomes: 

~ ~ 

l~:tftV!~J.lJ.~ Htfl. + 

Integrating J~[[;J\.L+ln 
• 

by parts, 

j2U:'1J. = JF~ -p~"". 
and the energy equation finally becomes: 

• 
The convection tem on the left hand side is now equivalent .. 

to the radiation term j'?",,u.. of Yos's form of the conduction-
• 

'radiation equation (Appendix I), and the same numerical technique 

can be used for solution. By replacing radiation with convection, 

it should be possible to correlate the results of such solutions 

with the similarity variables of the radiation - conduction arc 

of section 4.2. 

The programme of Appendix I has been used to calculate the 
o . 

telt!Perature profiles of 10,000 K arcs with various values of the 

convection constant, C = ~~ c1r. The results for a 10 v/cm 
JI. ~ 

arc are shown in figure A
3
.1, where it can be seen that the effect 

of convection is to extend ·the lower telt!Perature regions. These 
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profiles are plotted in terns of the similarity radius X. 

In practice, arcs with a large amount of convection have 

high voltage gradients, 50 that the actual physical radius 

of an arc is reduced by convection. 

The extended outer regions only carry a small proportion 

of the electrical input and the central temperature - power 

input relationship relll'3.ins close to that of the simple 

conduction arc. For large values of the convection constant 

the temperature gradient becomes zero at a point in the profile. 

At this point all the heat is convected back into the arc. As 

no convection boundary condition is specified in the numerical 

programme the conduction becomes zero at some unspecified 

tempera ture. In practice, this only happens within the 

electrically conducting region when an unrealistic value of the 

convection constant is used, as in the case of C = 1000 with . 

E = 10 v/cm. 

Figure A
3

.2 shows the distriliution of total power input 

. and convected power across a particular 10,OOOoK profile. 

The vcl tage gradient of 25 v/cm and the ccnve·,tion constant ·of 

1000 represents f:!.ON conditions of 104 crr/sec and 1 atmosphere 

pressure, with a value of J". of 0.03. 
. ~ 

The similarity radius Xo is close to that of the simple 

conduction arc, confinning the use of the universal radius 

characteristic for this arc. The value of the slope of the 

bounding isothennal, J..J,. is so small -that such an arc would 
]« 

have the appearance of a uniform column unless exceptionally 

good photographs were available. 
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A1 though this model could be used as a basis for the 

solution of the complete axial flow arc, this would probably 

entail as much computation as a full numerical solution. 
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TABLE I 

.Transi tion Currents for Arcs in Different 

Gases, after King 31 

GAS CO2 °2 H2· 

Dissociation Potential 4.3 5.084 4.477 

9q% Dissociation % 3800 5110 4575 

Transition Current Amps 0.1 0.5 1.0 

TABLE II 

Conduction Arc with Radiation, after Wells 32 

N2 

9.762 

8300 

50 

El E )"10 
V/cm 

E)Zo T Radiation 
W/cm 

104 

104 

104 

104 

El 
W/cm 

4,000 

11,000 

3,500 

9,500 

cm Volts '1c 

10 0.77 7.7 15,600 

20 0.35 7.0 18,300 

30 0.23 6.9 19,400 

40 0.18 7. 2 19,400 

TABLE III 

Comparison Between Conduction and Transuiration 

Arc in H2 after Eckert & Anderson 53 

E )'lo Ello T 
V/cm cm Volts '1c 

53 0.14 7.4 15,000 

50 0.17 8.5 30,000 

34.2 0.21 7.0 15,000 

30.7 0.25 7·7 30,000 

% 

30 

8.4 

3.8 

2.3 

Type 

TRANS. 

COND. 

1.10 
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TABLE IV 

Outer Thermal Layer Profile Shaue Factor 

• 
/1'1 /h m 

(n,. ,)(m .. :I.) ( "" .. ,) 

1 0.167 0.500 

2 0.333 0.677 

5 0.595 0.834 

10 0.757 0.910 

00 1.000 1.000 

TABLE V 

Gas Reference C ondi tions 

Gas Properties Nitrogen Argon 

T % 4000 4000 

T .% 288 288 

loo J oules/ gm 2.91 x 10
2 

1.54 x 10 
2 

J. Joules/gm 5.05 x 103 2.40 x 103 

J. Watts/cm OK 2.91 x 10-3 1.2 x 10-3 

y.. Joules/gm ex 1.51 0.532 

f· gnV cm3/atmos. 8.53 x 10-5 1.10 x 10-4 

u. ( sonic) cnV sec 1.23 x 105 1.35 x 105 

d. mhos/cm 100 100 

EI ET 
N 57.6 31.8 

0.485 x10-4· • O. 875x1 0-4 ~ 

N .. R .. p" b.u, I h,U. r 
• ~ r 

"X. 
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- 'l'ABLE VI 

Nozzle Arc Experiments 

Kirschstein & Koppelmann, reference 26~= 0.5 ems 

".sonic I E El N N .. R .. p~ 
Atmospheres Amps Volt,vcm W/cm 

1 1000 101 1.01x105 1.76x103 1.19x107 

2 1000 150 1.5x105 2.6Ox103 2. 38x107 

3 1000 170 1.7x105 2. 96x103 3.57x107 

4 1000 190 1.9x105 3.31X103 4. 75x107 

5 1000 210 2.1x105 3. 66x103 5. 95x107 

5.5 1000 216 2. 16x105 3.76x103 6.55x107 

4 400 210 a.4x104 1.46x103 7.6x106 

4 800 192 1.53x105 2.63x103 7 3.05x10 , 

4 1200 184 2.20x105 3.82x103 6. 85x107 

4 1600 184 2. 94x105 5.10x103 1.22x10 8 

4 2000 184 3. 68x105 6.4Ox103 1.90X10
8 

4 2400 184 4. 45x105 7. 75x103 2. 75x10
8 
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TABLE VI (Cont'd) 

Nozzle Arc Experiments 

King, reference 27, ~ = 0.5 cms 

/,-sonic I E El N N..R .. P ... 
Atmospheres Amps VOltr/cm W/cm 

1 2 500 103 17.4 48 

1 4 340 1.36x103 23.4 1.92x102 

. 

6 1.68x103 2 1 280 29.2 4.33x10 

1 10 220 2.2x103 38.2 1.2Ox103 

1 20 150 3.0x103 52 4.&lx103 

1 50 130 3 6.5x10 113 3.Ox104 

1 100 100 104 174 1.2Ox10
Q 

1 1000 100 105 1740 1.2Ox10 7 

10 2 1500 3 x 105 51.8 4.8Ox102 

10 4 1000 4 x 103 69.5 1.92x103 

10 6 830 5 x 103 86.5 4.33x103 

10 10 630 6.3x103 109 1.2Ox104 

10 20 500 104 174 4.80x104 

10 50 350 1.75x104 303 3.00x105 

10 100 320 3.2x104 555 1.2Ox105 

10 200 300 6.0x104 1040 4.80x10 6 

10 1000 300 3.Ox105 5200 1.2Ox108 



TABLE VII 

Eguipment Specifications 

OSCILLOSCOPE 

Telequipment Type D53 

Current Measurement Type 'G' Amplifier D.C. to 10 Mc/s 

Voltage Measurement Type 'HD2' Amplifier D.C. to 25 Mc/s 

TnlER - COUNTER 

Racal Type S.A. 535 Range 2 psec to 104 sec. 

IMAGE CONVERl.'ER C .AMERA 

Imacon, John Hadland (P.1.) Ltd. 

105 or 106 pioture~sec. 

8 pictures 15mm square 

18 pictures with reduced picture width. 

Ms 

1.2 

1.4 

1.8 

1.4 

TABLE VIII 

Shocktube test conditions 

(Nitrogen) 

" .. c~~c Atmos. 

2 9 x 103 

2 2 x 104 

2 3 x 104 

1 2 x 104 

Too 
OJ( 

316 

362 

435 

362 

114 
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TABLE IX 

Shock tube Results (Nitrogen) p.. = 2 Atmos. 

u.. - 9 x 103 cITY'sec -

I et .. 
Ey-/cm E'f/cm Nw R .. P ... N HwR P H 

. Amps "' .. 
:><= 1cm '" = 5cm x= 1cm ,,= 1cm ,. =5cm '" =5cm 

20.0 50.1 0.820 41.0 30.7 354 14.2 71.5 10.6 

25.0 46.2 0.800 37.0 26.9 555 16.1 112 11.7 

31.6 42.2 0.800 33.6 24.3 887 18.4 177 13.4 

48.0 36.7 0.825 30.2 22.8 2040 25.0 410 .19.0 

p.. = 2 Atmos. 

u.. = 2 x 104 cmVsec 

I 
"" m .. Er/cm Ey/cm H.R~P~ H H.R..P ... N 

Amps -x= 1cm .. = 5cm 'X =1cm ~:-=1cm "" =5c!!l .. =5 cm 

6.3 118 0.815 96 71.5 73 10.5 14.6 7.8 

7.9 107 0.795 85 61.0 115 11.6 23.0 8.35 

10.0 94.4 0.790 74.5 53.0 184- 12.9 36.8 9.18 

12.9 83.2 0.790 65.6 I· 46.5 304- 14.8 61.0 10.5 

15.9 74.1 0.790 58.5 41.7 465 16.1 92.0 11.4 

20.0 66.1 0.775 51.2 35.7 737 17.7 148 12.3 

25.1 60.3 ~.765 46.2 31.6 1160 20.2 232 13.8 

31.6 56.2 0.755 42.3 28.5 1830 23.8 366 16.0 

39.8 53.7 0.746 40.0 26.6 2920 27.0 584- 17.9 

46.8 52.8 0.738 39.0 25.6 4030 31.8 808 20.9 
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TABLE IX (Cont'd.) 

Shock tube Results (Nitrogen) 

= 2 Atmos. 

u .. = 3 x 104 cmVsec 

I I EV/cm m/cm N"R ... P", N ~ .. R;P.., N 
Amps a~ m .. 

'X =1cm x=5cm x. =1cm 'X- =1cm x =5cm "" =5cm 

46.8 66.1 0.68 45 27 6080 36.4 1200 21.8 

p .. = 1 Atmos. 

u .. = 2'x 104 ~sec 
. 

I EV/cm EV/cm N .. R. p ... N N .. R ... P .... N 
Amps Ch m .... 

-x=1cm :x.=5cm x. =1cm x. =1cm 'X. =5cm x. =5cm 

15.9 55 0.840 46.2 . 30.6 223 12.7 44.5 8.42 

20.0 50.7 0.790 ·40.0 26.5 354 13.9 70.7 9.9 

25.0 46.2 0.780 36.0 23.8 553 15.6 111 11.0 

31.6 42.7 0.755 32.2 21.3 885 17.7 177 11.9 

45.7 39.8 0.745 29.6 19.6 1930 23.4 386 15.5 
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TABLE X 

Shock tube Results (Nitrogen) at 1 Atmosuhere Pressure 

"X = 2 ems. Rowe, reference 28. 

, 
u I E N.R ... P.,. N 

cnYsec Amps Volt!/cin 

1.49 x 104 10 51 36 8.9 

n 20 36 144 12.5 

n 50 23 900 20.0 

" 100 18 3600 31.5 

2.86 x 104 10 66 69 11.5 

H 20 46 278 16.0 

H 50 32 1720 27.8 

ft 100 24 6900 41.5 

4.55 x 104 5 113 27.6 9.8 

n 10 78 110.0 13.5 

n 20 57 440.0 19.8 

" 50 39 27tIJ 34.0 

n 100 32 11000 55.5 

n 150 30 24000 78.0 

7.05 x 104 5 130 42.7 11.3 

" 10 90 171 15.5 

H 20 67 700 23.3 

n 50 45 4270 45.5 
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